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The past two decades have seen a remarkable change in the nature of cosmol-
ogy, a shift from a predominately theoretical science to the new era of "precision 
cosmology" , wher(~ predictions are measured against extremely accurate obser-
vations. In no smE II part, this change is due to our understanding of the Cosmic 
:Microwave Background Radiation (ClVIB), and the new set of precise observa-
tions that have, and are still, being made of it. 
So how did the ClVIB actually come to be? In order to understand this, 
it is important to realise that the further one looks out into the universe, the 
further back in thle one is looking. This is easily understandable as soon as 
one realises that light, just like everything else, travels at finite velocity. Now, 
standard theories of the universe's past claim that it began very small and hot, 
and ever since has been cooling and expanding. Thus, the further back one 
looks, the hotter it is. At early enough times, it was hot enough to ionise 
hydrogen. In thh epoch the universe was sufficiently dense for the coupling 
of the free electrons with the photons to render it opaque - the mean free 
path (average time until collision) of a photon was effectively zero. This all 
changed when thn universe reached 3000 K, when atomic hydrogen formed, 
and significant interaction between the photons and the matter no longer took 
place. Thus the ptlOton mean free path became effectively infinite, making the 
universe transpartnt to light. I\'ow, if the universe was approximately isotropic 
and homogeneous this would have happened at roughly the same time in any 
direction we looked, creating an almost isotropic opaque shell surrounding us. 
One of the fin,t triumphs of precision cosmology was the detection of the 
black-body spectr1lIn of the ClVIB by the COBE satellite. The theory governing 
the photon-baryor plasma predicts that the photon gas would have had a black-
body spectrum at the time of decoupling, which is preseryed as the light travels 
towards us. In fact, the universe acts as a giant gravitational lens, so that 
the further away ight comes from, the more it is red-shifted by the universe. 
So instead of seeing a black-body spectrum centred at 3000 K (the ionisation 
temperature for Hydrogen), one would expect to see a black body spectrum at 
about 3 K. In 1989, the COBE satellite was launched to detect exactly this, 
and found, remal kably, that ClVIB was indeed black body with a radiation 
temperature of 2./36±0.005 K. This observation is said to be the most accurate 
physical observati,}H ever made. 











the order of 10-5 it is precisely the anisotropies that, with careful measure-
ment, allow us to determine many of the fundamental parameters underlying 
our universe. ThEse anisotropies are measured by first measuring the average 
temperature of the CMB (called the bolometric temperature), and then mea-
suring the deviatil)ns from this in a particular direction. In fact, it is only the 
statistical properties of these deviations that is of interest - the map of the 
anisotropies that are observed is used to calculate the power at each angular 
scale using spheric al harmonics. The resultant power spectrum, which is simply 
the graph of power versus angular scale, is an extremely powerful observational 
tool. 
The theory of the CMB may be used to predict the power spectrum, given 
the values of the fundamental cosmological parameters. The spectrum is com-
posed of a series of decreasing peaks. By measuring the position and height of 
these peaks, and doing a best fit to the theoretical power spectra, one may then 
determine the vables of these constants. However, as is to be expected, there is 
some degeneracy m the fitting of the parameters, and other observations (such 
as supernova obsr'rvations, red-shift surveys, etc.) should be used in conjunc-
tion with the C:t\rB data in order to constrain the parameters. Nonetheless, 
the measurement, of the CMB already performed (in particular, the COBE, 
BOOMerANG and WMAP measurements) have done a great deal to constrain 
the possible rangr's of these parameters. 
One of the questions cosmology still has not satisfactorily resolved is the 
origin of magnetic fields in the universe. These have been observed at all scales 
where man has c:evised means to observe them, from stellar scales, to inter-
galactic and intercluster scales. Indeed, there is no reason to believe that they 
are not present, .1t some level, at even larger scales. However, a satisfactory 
explanation for their origin is yet to be found. 
The two mos) popular theories for the creation of these magnetic fields, 
namely the Galaccic dynamo, and primordial field amplification, both rely on the 
presence of a seed field, which they then amplify. However, the galactic dynamo 
requires a far we.tker seed field compared to primordial field amplification. It 
would thus be hdpful, in trying to understand magnetogenesis, if one could 
discover some means to detect such a seed field. 
One way to do so would be to search for a signature that such a magnetic 
field might leave on the CMB, and then look for the presence of this signature 
in CMB observations. This is the principal aim of this thesis. 
The thesis is organised as follows: 
• Chapter 2 introduces the theory required to calculate the CMB power 
spectrum t<king into account the presence of a magnetic field. The chapter 
aims to be self contained, giving an overview of the calculation starting 
from first principles. 
• Chapter 3 focuses on observations, giving a review of the current state of 
crvlB observations, as well as observations of magnetic fields. 
• Chapter 4 does a detailed theoretical calculation of the evolution of scalar 
perturbations in a magnetised radiation/dust universe, closely following a 
similar calculation by Padmanabhan [64], and comparing the results. 











(which calcuiates the CMB power spectrum) to include the effects of a 
magnetic fieB. It then goes on to discuss the calculated power spectra . 












General Relativity and 
Cosmology 
The Einstein Field Equations (EFEs), 
Gab + A9ao "Tab, (2.1) 
are the fOllndatior stone of General Relativity. These equations link the matter 
content of the universe, represented by the energy-momentum tensor Tab) with 
the universe's geometry, partly determined by the Einstein tensor: 
(2.2) 
Here Rab is the R icd tensor, and R the Ricci scalar. 9ab is the metric tensor, 
and A is the cosnological constant I . The twice contracted Bianchi identities 
guarantee that energy-momentum is identically conserved. 
The EFEs onl \' determine ten of the twenty degrees of freedom of the Rie-
mann tensor, defiled by the Ricci identities, 
(2.3) 
Here Va is any 4·vector, Rabed is the Riemann tensor, and the square brack-
ets denote antisymmetrisation on those indices. The remaining ten degrees of 
freedom are given by the Weyl tensor, 
l 1 
Cabed = Rabed - :~(Rad9bc - Rac9bd + Rbc9ad - Rbd9ac) - 6R(gac9bd 9bc9ad), 
(2.4) 
which determine~ gravitational action at a distance, through tidal forces and 
gravitational wav'~s. In analogy to Electromagnetism, the vVeyl tensor is usually 





We will later see that the "electric" part is involved in tidal forces, and the 
"magnetic" part m the propagation of gravitational waves. 
1 We use the sign conventions of [23J , and choose geometrised units such that c 1 = K 
8rrG / c2 • Indices Iik" a, b, c ... range over {O, 1, 2, 3}, and indices like i, j, k . .. range over 











2.1 The covariant approach to cosmology 
In cosmology, we make the assumption that there exist a set of fundamental 
observers that mOves along the paths given by x a , having the corresponding 
4-velocity 
(2.7) 
with T the proper time measured along the fundamental world lines2. There 
are generally a nu:nber of ways to choose the fundamental frame: most how-
eyer involve the fundamental observers to be co-moving with one of the matter 
species, or, as in the case of the energy frame, with the "centre of mass" of all 
the matter. 




which project respectively into 3-dimensional instantaneous rest space and 1-
dimensional time-l ke sections. 
It is easy to sel~ that the Uab and hab tensors are indeed (orthogonal) pro-
jection tensors, and are thus the metric tensors in the subspaces they project 
to: 
hab = hab), habhbc = haC, haa = 3, Uahab = 0, 
Uab=U'ab), UabUbc=Ua, uaa =l, habUbc=O. 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
As is usual, the rollnd brackets denote symmetrisation about these indices. 
It is convenient now to introduce the spatial "derivative"3 of a tensor: 
'\i'arnb ... e = h ah b h eh t h U\lPT r .. 8 
j d ... e - P r··· 8 d··· e t ... u· 
The usual time derivative can be similarly defined: 
t a ... b = u \leTa ... b 
e ... d - e c ... d· 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
It is possible to find analogues of the usual divergence and curl of vector calculus 
in the instantaneous rest space of the fundamental observer; these are (for a 
vector, Va, and a tensor, Tab): 
-b e -c d 
curlVa = cabc \1 V, curiTab = Ced(a \1 Tb) . 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
Here Cabe = 7]abcd1J d is the 3-dimensional volume element, which is simply the 
projection of the 10tally skew space-time volume element defined by 7]0123 = 
Jldetgabl· 
2This may seem t( be antithetical to the General Relativistic idea that any frame choice 
is valid. However, tbat validity of any particular frame does not have any bearing on its 
convenience, and it is primarily the convenience of calculations in the fundamental frame that 
lend it its importanc". Many problems would be all but intractable without a convenient 
frame choice. 












The projected 3ymmetric trace-free (PSTF) part of a vector va and a tensor 
Tab is defined as 
(2.16) 
One may then inductively define the PSTF part of higher rank tensors. 
With these opE!rations, one may now split each index on tensor into its time-
like and spatial parts, and further split the spatial part of the tensor into into 
its trace, its antisymmetric part, and its PSTF part. Applying this reduction 
systematically to General Relativity is the essence of the covariant approach to 
cosmology. 
2.1.1 Kinematic variables 
By performing a 1+3 splitting of the derivative oflla , one obtains the funda-
mental equation: 
(2.17) 
Here aa is the acceleration vector given by aa = Ub ybUa , 0 is the trace of the 
gradient (0 yau.a)' and represents the volume expansion, (Jab is the projected 
trace-free symmetric part of the gradient ((J(ab) = y(aUb), (Jaa 0, (Jabub = 0), 
and represents tbe shear, or rate of distortion of the matter, Wab is the skew 
symmetric part 0' the gradient (W[ab] = Y[aUb], Wabub 0), and represents the 
vorticity, or rate 'If rotation of the matter. For later convenience we define the 
magnitudes 
(J2 1 ab (2.18) - 2(J (Jab, 
1 ab (2.19) -w W b 2 a . 
One may gain further insight into the role of these variables by looking at 
the evolution of rearby observer4 • 
If one adopts normalised co-moving coordinates xa = (8, yi), so that 
u a = /joa, {:} d8 = 1 0 
dr 'dr = , (2.20) 
then the curves along the surfaces defined by 8 const are dragged along the 
world lines into other surfaces 8 = const. One such curve, yi yi(v) in a surface 
8 = 80, then links a set of fundamental observers throughout their evolution. 
Thus the vector l,a = (d1]a jdv)6v, which lies tangent to the this curve, and has 
co-moving coordinates 
(2.21) 
links the worldlires of two nearby observers 0: yi = ci and G : yi ci + /jyi 
(ci and 6yi are constants). Thus the vector 1]" is called the connecting vector, 
and is given in g(;neral coordinates {za} by 
a_(az
U















In general the cOlll1ecting vector is not orthogonal to the fluid flow lines it 
contains both a time-like and a spatial part. In order thus to an analogue of 
the Newtonian reLltive position vector, we need to take its spatial projection: 
a ha b 77l.. = b77· (2.23) 
This relative position vector can be decomposed into a relative distance 81, and 
direction ea: 
(2.24) 
One may now find propagation equations for 8l and ea as follows: 
With the definition of the relative position vector 1]1 , it is straightforward 
to define the relative velocity vector 
.,<1 = ('71~)', ha (hb TJC) •• d ,. 'I-L -L . b . C ;11", (2.25) 
As a consequence of TJa being a connecting vector, [u,l1l a O. One may then 
show 
(2.26) 
Comparing with Eq. 2.20, we see that 
V~b = Wab + (Jab + ~8h<lb' (2.27) 
Using Eqs 2.24, :~.25, 2.26, one now finds the propagation equation for the 
relative separatioll (generalised Hubble's law) 
and direction 
MIa b 
6t = 38 + (Jab e e , (2.28) 
(2.29) 
By setting the shear and the vorticity to zero, one may clearly see how 8 causes 
isotropic expansion. Similarly, setting 8 and wa to zero, we may see the effect 
of the shear. As its trace is zero, an non-zero shear will have three distinct 
(orthogonal) eigenvectors, with at least one of the eigenvalues negative (if t.he 
shear is non-zero). Choosing an orthonormal basis with these eigenvectors, 
we see that this leads to expansion in at least one direction, and contraction 
in at least one ot her. Turning to the vorticity (and setting 8 and (Jab zero), 
we see that the "orticity causes pure rotation (the relative distances remain 
unchanged). We may find the axis of this rotation by defining the vorticity 
vector wa by 
(2.30) 
which shows the \orticity vector is a vector orthogonal to ua (i.e. in the instan-
taneous rest spac(· of ua ) and an eigenvector of Wab with a zero eigenvalue. Thus 
the vorticity vector is the axis about which the rotation takes place. 
In general all of these quantities are nonzero. However, the only quantity 











The change of voh,me V is given by 8 : V --t V(l + ot8). It is then convenient 




-8 3 . 
One then has that change in fluid volume is proportional to 
parameter for the flow is defined by 
S HS. 
We see that 8 = 3H. 




The energy-momeltum tensor of an imperfect fluid may be irreducibly split as 
(2.33) 
where p = TabUaul is the relativistic energy density, qa _TbcUbhca is the rela-
tivistic momentum density (or, dually, the relativistic energy flux), p = tTabhab 
is the isotropic pn~ssure, and 1rab Tedhc (a hd b) is the anisotropic pressure. 
The conservation of energy-momentum: 
(2.34) 
which follows directly from the EFEs and the hvice contracted Bianchi identities, 




An important particular case is that of the perfect fluid. This is a fluid with 
only p and p non-L.ero. This greatly simplifies the equations for the conservation 
of energy and momentum: 
p + (p + p)8 





The energy-momentum tensor is not sufficient for a complete description of 
the fluid; an equation of state linking p and p is also needed. This is often taken 
to be of the form: 
p=wp, (2.39) 
with w a constant. The fluid is then known as barotropic. Some important 
fluids can be modelled in this way: 
1. Dust (or pH'ssure free matter) is a barotropic perfect fluid with w O. 











3. The cosmological constant can be seen as a barotropic perfect fluid with 
w l. 
In reality the lniverse does not contain only one fluid species, but is in 
fact composed of \'arious fluid components. Each component then has its own 
energy-momentum tensor Td!) , and only the total energy-momentum is con-
served: 
""' 'r7a T( i) 0 
~ v ab . (2.40) 
2.1.3 Dynamics 
Propagation and constraint equations governing the variables need to be found 
in order to study their dynamics. We already have two such equations, Eqs 2.35 
and 2.36, but more are needed in order to describe the dynamics completely. 
These will be found by considering the various identities involving the Riemann 
tensor (and its cor tractions) along with the Einstein Field Equations. 
The Ricci identities 
The Ricci Identitks, 
2'r7 'r7 eRe rl (2 41) v [a V bjU = ab dU , .' 
give rise to the first set of such equations. Substituting the expression for 
Ua;b (Eq. 2.17), using the EFEs (Eq. 2.1), and reducing to trace, trace-free 
symmetric, and antisymmetric parts yields three propagation equations [31]: 
. 1 2 - 2 1 e --3e +aaaa+vaaa 2(0-2 w) 2"K:(p+3p)+A, (2.42) 
w(a) 2 1---3 ewa + o-abwb + 2€UbC 'iha c, 
__ ~eaab + a(aab) + V(aab) ala 
3 
__ ( E ab _ ~K:1fab) , 
and three constraint equations; 
o = V W ab - ~ Vae + cabe [V bWc + 2abwc J + K:qu, 
o = Vawa-aawa, 
o =: lIab +2a(aw b)+v(aj') (curlo-)ab. 






1. The first equation, Eq. 2.42, is known as the Raychaudhuri equation, and 
is the basic I~quation of gravitational attraction. Recasting the equation 
as an equation for the scale factor, 
1 
2K:(P + 3p) + A, (2.48) 
and examinillg how each term affects the curve of S against time allows one 















Figure 2.1: A schematic diagram showing the effect of the kinematic variables 











in General Relativity, both p and p form part of the active gravitational 
mass, causinf; attraction if they are positive (unless the matter is extremely 
unusual, the1-e quantities will be positive). In the ~ewtonian limit (p + 
3p) -+ p, so t,lat, if one disregards A, the Raychaudhuri equation becomes 
the equation for Newtonian gravitation. We may see how the cosmological 
constant, A, ·:an have both positive and negative effects on the curvature 
of the graph, depending on the on the constant. One may understand 
this by seein,~ that a positive cosmological can be interpreted as matter 
with negativ( pressure of magnitude equal to its density. The vorticity has 
a positive eff<'ct on the curvature of the graph. This is easy to understand 
the centripetal forces of rotation work in the opposite direction to the 
centrifugal fcrces of gravity (with ordinary matter). The shear term has 
a negative efl'ect on the curvature of the graph. One may understand this 
by remembel ing that in the case of non-vanishing shear, there is always 
at least one Hxis of inward motion. 
2. Eq. 2.43 is tlte vorticity propagation equation. In the case of a barotropic 
perfect fluid, the equation becomes: 
(2.49) 
where r is all acceleration potential, 
exp (r ~) i pa p + P (2.50) 
This shows (onservation of vorticity in barotropic perfect fluids, so that 
vorticity can only be generated by thermodynamically irreversible pro-
cesses. 
3. Eq. 2.44 is the shear propagation equation. This shows how the anisot-
ropic pressure and the tidal forced (represented by Eab) source shear. 
The constraint eq'Iations (Eqs 2.45, 2.46, 2.47) are respectively named (01/), 
vorticity divergence, and Hab equations. The (01/) equation shows how the 
momentum flux rdates to the spatial inhomogeneity of the fluid. From Eq. 
2.47 we see how the magnetic part of the Weyl tensor is made up of the curl of 
the shear and the "distortion" of the vorticity. 
The Bianchi identities 
The Bianchi identities, 
(2.51 ) 
may be used to obtain propagation and constraint equations for the \Veyl tensor, 
which are similar 10 the Maxwell field equations in an expanding universe. 
The propagation equations generated are the Eab equation: 











and the Hub equation: 
Hlab) 
b) ] 
well d ' (2.53) 
and the constraint~ are: 
-3WbHab - cabe [abdll dc ~fi:WbqC]' (2.54) 
o \7b llab + ",(p + p)wa + 3Wb (Eab _ ~fi:7Tab) 
+",abc [a (Ed + !"'7Td ) + !t;;V q] ~ bd c 2 'c 2 be, (2.55) 
known respectivei) as the (div E)a and the (div H)a equations. As with the 
Maxwell equations one may take the time derivative of either of the propagation 
equations, and use the other to generate a wave equation for either or Hab. 
This then shows h()w gravitational radiation arises. 
We have already seen how the twice contracted Bianchi identities give rise 
to 2.35 and 2.::6. 
2.2 Friedrnann-Lemaltre-Robertson-Walker uni-
verses 
Although at small scales we observe marked inhomogeneities in the universe, 
when observed at ( large enough scale, the universe appears remarkably homo-
geneous and isotropic. Now, it may be the case that we occupy a special place 
in the universe, and that from most other points the universe appears anisot-
ropic. This is however philosophically unappealing, so it is usually assumed that 
there is nothing particularly special about our position in the universe. This 
assumption is usually referred to as the "cosmological principal". As an ini-
tial approximation we may then assume that the universe is perfectly isotropic 
about every point. This automatically leads to the universe being spatially 
homogeneous5 . The Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) family of 
solutions to the Eillstein Field Equations are precisely those solutions which are 
spatially homogenwus and isotropic about every point. 
We may gain it good understanding of these universes via the covariant 
approach outlined in the previous section. 
The acceleration, aa = Ua;bUb, is orthogonal to 'UU so is entirely spatial. By 
the isotropy of FLRW universes, this must then vanish (were it not to do so, 
one would have a unique spacelike direction). But then, by 2.17, 1La;b is 
5In fact this assun ption is stronger than necessary for spatial homogeneity_ One merely 












completely spatial. and is necessarily proportional to metric of the instantaneous 
rest spaces (for is(,tropy). So 
Ua;b = >"hab. (2.56) 
Comparing with Eq. 2.17, we see that>.. = (1/3)0. Thus the shear and vorticity 
vanish, and 'Ua;b == U(a;b)' But then there exists a "time function" t(Xi) such 
that 
(2.57) 
which represents proper time for each fundamental observer. For any "spatial" 
vector va, VaUa := 0 so that Vat;a = O. In other words, spatial vectors lie in 
the surfaces of simultaneity t const and all clocks may be synchronised. It is 
usual to choose th!, time coordinate xO = t, and the spatial coordinates, Xi, to be 
co-moving, so tha' X~a u a 0. The fundamental velocity then has components 
U
a 8g = {1, 0, 0, O}, (2.58) 
and the metric takes the form 
(2.59) 
By the isotropy of FLRW universes, any physical or geometric function has 
to be a function of t alone. In particular, 0 0(t). But then, 
so that 
which then gives 
Then 
In these coordina1 es, 
° 1 agab 
tLa'b = r b = , a 2 
1 ahab _ ~0h 
2 at - 3 ab 
Set) 










so that we may identify I with the scale factor, Set). The Hubble parameter is 
then only a function of t: 
1 
H(t) = 30(t). (2.66) 
In order to ge'. an expression for the metric we need to find fab. The three 
spaces with metric hab must be isotropic about every point. This requirement 
restricts the 3-Ri( ci tensor to be proportional to the 3-metric, so that 
3R 13Rh 











In three dimensions, the Ricci tensor has the same number of degrees of freedom 
as the full RiemaIlIl tensor, so that one may obtain the Riemann tensor from 
the Ricci tensor via 
3 Rabcd 
13 "2 Rac(hachbd - hadhbc). 
(2.68) 
Combining 2.m and 2.68 shows that the three spaces are spaces of constant 
curvature }(*: 
3 D }(* (h I "adhbc), K* = 3]:>/6. 'tabcd = 'ac Lbd " t (2.69) 
The contracted Banchi identities shmv that the Ricci scalar is a function of t 
only: 
3 R(t) 
where A is a cons: ant. This then gives 
K*(t) = 
A 




with k a constant ~,hat can be rescaled arbitrarily by rescaling the scale function. 
We will agree to choose k to be one of 1, 0, or l. 
\Ve will now (hoose specific coordinates in the 3-space at some time t to 
determine the fimtl form of the metric. We denote by the spatial section at 
time t. Now we choose some point p in 1";(, and draw radial geodesics through 
p, with the paraneter r the radial distance as measured my the spatial metric 
Jab (Jab is the metric at the time when S(t) = 1). The actual radial distance, 
as measured by II tb, will then be rS(t) that r is an affine parameter along the 
geodesic. Isotropy implies that the 2-surfaces given by r =const. are 2-spheres 
orthogonal to the geodesics. Thus the metric of 1";t is given by: 
(2.72) 
As r -+ 0, the coordinates must approach those of a regular space-time point. 
Thus J (r) '" r for small r. 
In order to fird the explicit form of J(r) we may use the geodesic deviation 
equation for radictl geodesics with tangent vector va = r5 a 1 and connecting 
vector ua = r5"2: 
(2.73) 
Choosing a paralL~1 propagated orthonormal basis gives us a second order ODE 
which may then be solved for the various values of k to give: 
{
sin r, 




r::::::: -1 . 












with fer) as above. The function fer) may be interpreted as the "corrected" 
radius of the 2-spheres of radius r, as the surface area of these spheres is not 
47:T2, as would be the case in a Euclidean space, but 4?T f(r f. 
One may easil:; see that if one were to choose a point pi instead of p as a 
starting point in 1 he derivation of the metric, and obtained the same metric. 
Thus the FLRW universe is perfectly homogeneous, each point being equivalent 
to every other5 . The homogeneity forces the value of each physical and geometric 
variable to be the same everywhere, so that they can only depend on time. 
2.2.1 Matter in FLRW universes 
The symmetries of FLR\V universes impose restrictions on the matter allowed in 
these universes. The isotropy forces the anisotropic pressure, ?Tab to vanish. \Ve 
may see this by noting that by the isotropy, ?Tab = Chab' where c is a constant. 
But ?T aa 0, so that c = O. Also, at a point about which the universe is 
perfectly isotropic 1 all vector quantities must vanish (if they failed to do so, 
there would be a preferred direction), so that ga vanishes. We are thus forced to 
conclude that the only fluids allowed in FLRW universes are either baratropic 
perfect fluids or take perfect fluid form (e.g. have non-zero bulk viscosity). By 
the previous discussion, we see that the fluid variables may depend on t only. 
In summary, FLRW universes are perfectly isotropic about every point, and 
are thus homogenl'ous. The only dynamical variable that remains is e, and the 
fluid takes on the perfect fluid form (so that only p and p remain). Isotropy 
implies that vectors vanish, so that all gradients of scalars vanish identically. 
2.3 Gauge-invariant perturbations 
The universe that we inhabit is of course not perfectly homogeneous. As cosmol-
ogists it is necessary to find some technique in dealing with this inconvenience, 
while still keeping the model of a manageable complexity. The closeness of the 
universe to perfect homogeneity and isotropy suggests that one may profitably 
adopt some perturbation scheme. However, there are serious gauge problems 
in attempting thb. One may best see this by considering the obvious way to 
attempt such a SC(leme. 
Suppose one had an FLRW universe with energy density pet). A more real-
istic universe will have an energy density p*(x, t) = p(t) + op(x, t), the variable 
op being the density perturbation. One may similarly find a velocity perturba-
tion ou. The gauge problems arise in the choice of background. It turns out 
that one may cho,)se the background universe to give these variables arbitrary 
values. As an extreme case, one may imagine choosing a background universe 
so that density p('rturbations vanish completely, with the perturbations being 
absorbed into the velocity perturbation variable. 
This unsatisfactory situation is saved by using the gauge-invariance lemma 
(Stewart and Walker [70]): 
6This is of course evident from the fact that there are two points about which the ulliverse 












Lemma 2.3.1 (Gauge Invariance Lemma) If a quantity T vanishes in 
the background, then it is gauge invariant to all orders. 
This suggests an obvious approach: 
1. Set all variables tbat do not vanish in the background (p, p, 0 and their 
time derivatives) to be zeroth order in the perturbation variable, c. 
2. Set all variahles that vanish in the background, aa, aa/" Wab, qab, Tiab, Eab 
and lIab, anti their time and space derivatives, to be first order in E. 
One may now lil1(arise the propagation and constraint equations described in 
Sec. 2.1.3 to obtain the propagation equations: 
. 1 
Ea. + 0Ea/J - curlllab + 6f£[3(p + p)aab 
+3V(aqb) + 3r.ab + 0Tiab] 
. 1 
Hab + 011ab + curl(Eab - 2'f£Tiab) 
2 - 1 
ITab + 30aab - V(aab) + Eab 2'f£Tiab 
- 2 
Wab V[aab] + 30wab 
<ia + ~0qa + (p + p)aa + div(Ti)a + VaP 
. 1 2 1 
0+ 30 diva + 2K(P + 3p) 
P + 0(p + p) + divq 
and the constraim equations 
Hab - curl(aab - Wab) 
. 1 
dlv(H)a - -f£[(p + p)wa - cUrlqal 
2 
1 -
dh'(E)a - 6K(2VaP - 20qa - 3div(Ti)a) 
2 -
































The first is the en-moving fractional density gradient, and may be considered 












By taking the 3patial gradients and commuting derivatives, one may obtain 
equations for Va <Lnd Z" from Eqs 2.81 and 2.80 resp. : 
pDa + (p + p)(Za + S0aa) + S'\7 adivq 
+S0'\7 uP 0pV a 0, (2.89) 
. 2 
Za + 3 [
1 ? 1 ] + S '30- + "2K(p + 3p) aa 
1 - -
+2KS('VaP + 3'VaP) 
O. (2.90) 
2.3.1 The gravitational instability 
Given the equations for Va and Za, one may easily derive the gravitational in-
stability for barotropic perfect fluids [16]. We are only interested in the "scalar" 
parts of these vectors, as these are the parts involved with the clumping of 
matter. We defin( the scalar variables as follows: 
V 
Z 
To linear order, these variables evolve via: 




3 2 1 +w (
-2 3K) 





One may eliminate Z and obtain the second-order equation for V (in a flat 
background): 
.. 1 ') . (1 3 
V + (2 + 3c- -- 6w) 0'0 - - + 4w -
3 s 2 2 
?) ') -2 3c; KPV - c;'V V o. 
(2.95) 
It is convenient to introduce the variable 
(2.96) 
From Eq. 2.95 cne may obtain the evolution equation for 1>. In conformal 
time, assuming a perfect fluid with a barotropic equation of state, and a flat 
background, thiss: 
/I ( ) S', 1 ( ) 2 - 2 1> + 1 + 3w -1> - - 1 + w pS 1> - w'V 1> S 2 o. (2.97) 
Here" , )) denoteE differentiation with respect to the conformal time, 77 (defined 
via dry / dt 1/ S). Harmonically analysing the equation gives 
(2.98) 
In the backgrouwl, the scale factor, energy density, and expansion are go like: 











Substituting into Eq. 2.98 gives us the general solutions: 
(k1])2-V[C+Jv(wk17) + C-G,Jwk17)], wi: 0, 
C+1]2 + C_17- 3 , W 0, 
(2.lO0) 
(2.lO1) 
with C+ and C_ constants of integration, Jv and Gv Bessel functions of the 
first and second kind, of order v, and k the wave-number. The growing mode 
when w = 0 (i.e. dust) represents the gravitational instability. 
2.4 Magnetic fields in general relativity 
Maxwell's theory of electromagnetic fields was one of the triumphs of nineteenth 
century physics, 2nd its prediction that the speed of light was a constant in-
variant of the observer (at odds with Newtonian physics) 'was very important 
in Einstein's devdopment of special relativity. Maxwell's theory is invariant 
under the Lorent:> transformations, so can be used in Special Relativity with-
out modification. In order to use it with curved space-time, the theory needs 
to be re-cast in tt:rms of tensors, and then the principal of minimal coupling 
may be used to find a theory valid in general relativity. The resulting theory is 
extremely beautiflll, showing clearly how electricity and magnetism are merely 
dual ways to view the same physical force. 
We will now systematically develop the (general) relativistic theory of elec-
tromagnetism. TLe most important quantity in the theory is the Maxwell tensor, 
Faa = F[ab], which is derived from a potential Va, by 
(2.102) 
The aforemention·;d potential is a combination of the classical scalar and vector 
potentials (¢ and Ai) of electromagnetism, Le. Va (¢, Ad. This tensor 
combines the information contained in the classical electric and magnetic fields, 
and B a , which can be recovered from Fab by 
(2.103) 
(2.104) 
One can easily see why the electric and magnetic components of the \Veyl tensor 
are so named, cOl:lparing this definition with Eq. 2.5 and Eq. 2.6. In fact, this 
analogy is far mo,'e than superficial, and a great deal of insight may be gained 
by exploring it carefully (see, for instance, )"Iaartens and Bassett [59]). The two 
vectors completel V represent the field - if one has and Ba one may obtain 
Fab by 
(2.105) 
j\ilaxwell's equations take a particularly simple form in this formulation, be-








where Ja is the divergence free 4-current generating the magnetic field, and 











Decomposing thes2 into temporal and spatial parts, one obtains: 
q, (2.108) divE + 2wa Ba 
(Jab Eb + [a')cWcEb - ~eEa + [abcabBc + curiBa 
divB 
£;(a) + ja, (2.109) 
2wa Ea, (2.110) 
(2.111) 
The electromagnetic field is most simply incorporated into the EFEs by 
writing it as a fluid with energy-momentum tensor: 
Tab = F ca F b _ ~gab F F cd em c 4 cd . 
Performing the standard 1 +3 decomposition of the tensor, one obtains 
1 1 _ (E2 + B2) uaub + _ (E2 + B2) hab 
2 6 
+2u(a[b)cd EcBd + rrab , 




where E2 = EaEQ, and B2 = BaBa. Comparing this with the general form for 
an imperfect fluid in a fundamental observers frame (Eq. 2.33), one may make 
the identification 
Pem ~ (E2 +B2), (2.115) 
Pem ~ (E2 +B2), (2.116) 
q~m [abc EbBc, (2.117) 
7r
ab 
em rrab. (2.118) 
We see that the electromagnetic fluid is radiation like (as one would expect), 
with an equation I)f state: 
1 
(2.119) Pem = 3Pem. 
The energy-momentum tensor may then be added to the total energy-momentum 
tensor, and then llsed to generate the propagation and constraint equations in 
the presence of a magnetic field [80]. 
2.4.1 The pure magnetic field 
Ohm's law may b(~ stated in covariant form as [41]: 
(2.120) 













so that one may have non-vanishing current with a vanishing electric field if the 
medium is infinitely conductive (8- -t oo). Under this assumption, Maxwell's 
equations yield three constraints: 
curlB" 
divB 
and one evolution equation: 
1 
2Q, 






With an infinitely conductive medium, the electro-magnetic fluid takes the form 
r:! ~B2ua'Ub + ~B2hab + nab, 
where 
nab = ~B2hab - B"Bb. 
















It is customary to assume that the universe does indeed possess infinite conduc-
tivity (the standard argument for this may be found in Sec. 1.4 of [35]). 
2.4.2 Gauge invariant perturbations with magnetic field 
A large scale magnetic field naturally introduces a preferred direction in the 
universe. This naturally presents difficulties if one wants to work with magnetic 
fields in the FLRW context. In the papers by and coworkers [80, 81, 83] 
it is assumed that there exists a large scale homogeneous magnetic field that 
is sufficiently wec.k so as not to disturb the overall isotropy of the universe. 
Zel'dovich [84J calculates that the magnetic field must be such that B2 / P < 
8 X 10-5 if this alsumption is to be consistent. As will be discussed in Ch. 3, 
the isotropy of thi~ CMBR may be used to place strong limits on the magnitude 
of the magnetic field [I, 4, 5J. 
Alternatively, one may follow Battener et al. [6] and assume that there is no 
mean magnetic fi·~ld on cosmological scales, or that (Ba) = 0. They however 
allow the presenC(' of magnetic field in smaller cells, with random field directions 
on larger scales. These models thus have a non-vanishing magnetic energy 
density (B2) '# 0 .~ven though the average magnetic field is zero. This approach 
is also followed ty Kim et al. [47], who assume that the field directions are 











We use the same perturbation scheme as in Hobbs [39], where two perturba-
tion variables are used. The first order variables introduced in Sec. 2.3 are all 
considered to be 0(c1)' The second perturbation variable, C2, is taken to be the 
Alfven speed, E2. The magnetic field is treated as a small test field propagating 
p 
on the background, and is thus taken as zero order. 
In order to pr(~serve the closeness of the perturbed universe to an FLRW 
universe, we follow Tsagas [82] in requiring the magnetic anisotropic stress, 
IIab, and the co-moving gradient of the magnetic energy density, 
(2.132) 
to be O(cd. By dl'manding this, we ensure that even though the magnetic field 
is zero order, it dces not disturb the isotropy of the background. 
When linearising, then, we drop all terms higher than first order in C1 and C2, 
but retain terms like 0(c1c2). As a final step we may drop terms 0(c2) relative 
to zero order terms in the coefficients of quantities that are O(cd. We may do 
this as the magnelic field is very weak. This may only be done as a final step, 
as doing this earli(~r in the calculations may lead to important terms being left 
out7 . 
The magnetic :'ield is frozen in with the baryons. Choosing any other frame 
will cause an electric field to be induced. When the relative velocity of the 
baryon fluid, vib) , to the chosen frame is O(cd, then the induced electric field 
is given by 
E~nd = Eabevib) Be. (2.133) 





7From this point Oll all equations may be assumed to be derived using this system, including 











We may now find the (linearised) propagation equations: 
Eab -1- 0Eab - curlHab + ~ [3 P (1 + w + 2!2) Clab 
- 2 - (b). . ] 
+3V(aqb) -- 2B V(aVb) + 37rab + 07rab + 3Ilab + 0Ilab 
Hab + 0Hab + curl [Eab - ~(7rab + Il ab )] 
2 - 1 
CJab + 30Clab - V(aab) + Eab - 2 (7rab + Il ab ) 
- 2 
Wab - V[baa] + 30wab 
T 4 'J ( 2B2) qa + -0qa + P 1 + w + - aa + div(7r)a + div(Il)a 
3 3p 
- 1 B2 
+VaP+ 6S Ba 
8+-02 -A+-p 1+3w+-1 1 ( B2) 
3 2 p 
P + 0p(1 + w) + divq 
. 4 4 ( ) 
B2 + -0B2 + -B2divv b 
3 3 
and constraint equations: 
Hab + curl(Clab - Wab) 
div,H)a - ~ [p (1 + w + 2~2) Wa - curlqa ] 
div(E) - ~ [2fV + B2 B - 20q _ ~0B2v(b) 
Q 6 Sa S a a 3 a 
-3div(7r + II) a ] 
div(w)a + div(Cl)a - ~Va0 + qa + ~B2v~b) 
divw 






One may also obtain the propagation equations for Ba and Ilab: 
-~(Z + S0a ) - ~SV divv(b) 3 a a 3 a , 
4 2 2 2 2 - (b) 
















Taking the spatial gradient of the conservation equation for energy density, one 
finds the propagation equation for the co-moving fractional density gradient: 











Similarly, the spa1 ial gradient of the Raychaudhuri equation yields the propa-
gation equation for the the co-moving gradient of the expansion: 
= O. (2.154) 
2.5 Relativistic kinetic theory 
While we have been describing the fluids that make up the universe in terms 
of bulk, or, average properties, we all realise that at a fundamental level a 
fluid is made up of interacting particles. How are we to relate the physics at 
this microscopic It vel to the bulk variables we use? Boltzmann's kinetic theory 
provides an elegant answer to this question, allowing us to take microscopic 
dynamics and trar.sferring them to macroscopic laws which the fluid must obey. 
Boltzmann formulated his kinetic theory in the classical framework of his day. 
In order to make it relevant cosmologically, we must reformulate the theory in 
a general relativis1 ic framework. 
In the kinetic 1 heory, the each fluid is described by means of a scalar valued 
distribution function f(x,p) [63], defined so that an observer sees f(x,p)dx 3 dp3 
particles of that s:)ecies at space-time point x in the proper volume dx 3 , with 
momentum p in tbe proper (momentum-space) volume dp3. The 4-momentum, 
pa 1 may be decomposed as 
(2.155) 
where E = -uapa is the energy measured by an observer with velocity un) and ea 
is a unit spacelike "ector orthogonal to ua describing the direction of propagation 
of the motion relative to the instantaneous rest space of the observer. One can 
now, when convenient, write fh)(E, e) for the distribution (the dependence on 
x is implicit). 
If the fluid palticle is at xa(,\) and the momentum pa(A), then the path of 
the fluid particle in phase space is given by: 
(2.156) 
with ,\ an affine p;Lrameter along the geodesic x a (,\). 
The distribution function evolves according to the collisional Boltzmann 
equation: 
(2.157) 
v,'here L denotes :,he Liouville operator, and C the collisional operator. The 
collisional operator may be found by considering the microscopic nature of the 
fluid, and is how the two scales are linked. One may clearly see that in the 











In order to recover the energy momentum tensor of the fluid, one must 
decompose the phJton distribution function into angular harmonics: 
oc 
f(e, E) = 2.:F~!)"alealea2 ... ea/. 
1=0 
(2.158) 
The covariant multipoles FJ!),a/ have an implicit dependence on space-time po-
sition x and energy E. They are irreducible since they are Projected, Symmetric, 
and Trace Free (PSTF): 





with the measure do' being a solid angle in momentum space. The first three 
multipoles in fact determine the fluid (which is massless) energy-momentum 
tensor, with 
ph) 47r 100 dE E3 F(O), (2.161) 
qi'Y) 47r 100 dE E3 F(1) 
3 0 a , (2.162) 
7rb ) 
ab 87r 100 dE E3 F(2). 15 0 ab (2.163) 
One may extend these dynamical quantities to higher orders by defining the 
higher moments: 
(2.164) 
Thus the energy-momentum tensor of the fluid is contained in the the distribu-
tion function. However, the distribution function contains far more information 
than merely the energy-momentum tensor, in the form of the higher angular 
moments. The energy-momentum tensor may be concisely written in terms of 
the distribution t(msor via 
(2.165) 
In many calculations spherical harmonics, l/m (e'), are used in place of the 
FJ~),a/, but the F~:)"al are used here as they have have several advantages: 
1. The FJ;l"a/ ue covariant, so independent of the choice of momentum space 
coordinates. 
2. F~:)"al is a rank l tensor field on space-time for fixed E, and directly 












2.5.1 Photon-Baryon fluids 
\Ve will now com;ider the important case where a photon fluid and a non-
relativistic baryon fluid interact. In this case the photon fluid interacts with 
the thermal distribution of the baryons via Compton scattering off free elec-
trons. We will aSS'lme the average energy of a photon is small compared to the 
electron mass, this interaction may be approximated by Thomson scattering. 
Furthermore, as the electrons are assumed to be moving slowly, the kinetic tem-
perature of the el(~ctrons is small compared to the electron mass, and we may 
disregard the effect of their thermal motion on the scattering. By ignoring po-
larisation one may further simplify the system. However, it is important to note 
that Thomson sca"tering of an unpolarised but anisotropic distribution leads to 
the generation of polarisation, which in turn affects the collisional. Thus cal-
culations performpd without considering the effects of polarisation will lead to 
inaccuracies8 . However, for simplicity of treatment, we will ignore polarisation 
here. One may consult Challinor's paper [13] for a treatment including the 
effects of polarisation. 
With these assumptions, the collisional operator C takes the form 9 [1l]: 
(2.166) 
where E(b) _paa~b) is the photon energy in the baryonic frame (a~b) is the 
baryonic 4-velocity), and f~"I\x,p) describes the scattering into the phase space 
under consideration. f~"I)(x,p} is given by:lO 
fi?\x,p) 1!1f J fb)(x,p')[l + (gabe~b)e'bb))2Jdne'(b). (2.167) 
is the photon ,iirection relative to u~b), so 
Pa = E(b)(a~b) + e~bl), (2.168) 
and e,~b) is the initial direction of the photon (relative to a~b)) of the photon 
whose initial mommtum is pi a and final momentum is Pa. One may now multiply 
both sides of the Boltzmann equation (Eq. 2.157) by E2 and integrate over all 
energies to obtain: 
1:1f neG'T[,,/b) (1 ef vjb))]-3 
xgabgcdTbl(u(b)a(b) + e(b)e(b)) 
. bd a cae 
-neG'T,(b)(l - eavib)) J dE E3 fbl(E, e), 
where vib) is the lelative velocity of the baryons (satisfying uavib) 
A/b) (1- gabvib),!~b))-1/2, allowing one to write: 
arb) = A.(b)(U + V(b)) 




SHu et at. [40] demonstrated that the neglect of polarisation effects leads to errors of a few 
percent in the predict·_'d temperature anisotropy. 
9Por the remaindm of the paper the superscript "h)" refers to the photon fluid, «(b)" the 
baryon fluid, "(v),, th" neutrino fluid, and "(c),, to cold dark matter. 
10 Although the incillsion of a magnetic field changes the form of the collisional, the changes 











so, to first order ill almost FRM universes, 
(2.171) 
since the relative velocities of the matter components are first order in FLRW 
universes. Lineari~ing Eq. 2.169 about a FLRW background then gives: 
~n (]' [~(1 + 4eav(b»)phl + 7Thlea eb] 
167T e T 3 a ab 
-ne(]'T J dEE3 fb}(E,e). (2.172) 
Expanding this equation now into angular harmonics and separating out the 
components now yields the (linearised) propagation equationsll 
Note, these equations only link the I 1, I, 1+1 angular multipoles. If one were 
working with the full nonlinear set of equations the equations would link five 
successive harmonics [28]. 
One may now take the spatial derivative of zeroth moment equation and 
commute derivatives to obtain the propagation equation: 
1)h) + 4 
a 3 
S ~ (.) 4 + -.-\7 divq I' - -Sea = O. ph) a 3 a (2.174) 
The magnetised baryon fluid is non~relativistic, so may be described as an 
ideal gas coupled to the magnetic field, and strongly coupled to the photon gas 
(via Thomson scattering) so that its energy-momentum tensor takes the form 
(2.175) 
in the linear theor;'. 
The photon, magnetic, and baryon fluids are coupled, so exchange energy. 
Thus neither energy-momentum tensor is conserved alone, only total energy-
momentum is conserved: 
(2.176) 
This now allows us to find propagation equations for the baryon fluid's kinematic 
11 Unless otherwise ,;tated, I A, always refers to photon angular harmonics. Here the sub-












(P) + (p(b) + p(bJ)e + (p(b) + p(b))divv{b) = 0, 
(2.177) 
P(b) (1 + w(b) + _2B2 ) ('iP) + a ) + ~p(b) (1 + w(b) + 2B2) ev(b) :Ip(b) a a 3 3p(b) a 
1 - 1 B2 
+div(II) + p'(b)v(b) + _(B2)'v(b) + V p(b) + -5 
a a 6 a a 3S a 
+neO"T (~lr)vib) - q1'Y)) 0. 
(2.178) 
One must naturall.> complement these equations with an equation of state link-
ing the baryon eni'rgy density and pressure. From Eq. 2.177 we may find the 
linearised propaga,ion equation for the co-moving fractional spatial gradient of 
the baryon energy density: 
p(b)V~b) + (p(b) + ].,(bl)(Za + SVadivv(b) + Sean) + sevaP(b) - ep(b)v~b) = O. 
(2,179) 
2.5.2 Neutrinos 
The massless neutrinos form a non-interacting relativistic fluid. They may thus 
be modelled using a zero collisional. Following much the same process as in 
the previous section, we may find propagation equations for the neutrino fluid 
com ponents 13: 
o. 
The equation for the fractional co-moving spatial gradient is given by: 
v(v} + 4 
a 3 
+ ~V divq(V) 
plY) a 






The temperature fhctuation, T(X, e), is defined in terms of the directional bolo-
metric brightness: 
T(x,e) T(x)[l + T(x,e)] [4/ ]1/4 :; E3 f(x, E, e)dE , (2.182) 
where T(x) is the holometric temperature. Its variation can be obtained from 
the linearised integ"ated Boltzmann equation: 
j 2 [ a dE 01 ] / 2 E dE valp + d>" oE >=::J E C[J]dE. 
12 It should be recalkd that the magnetic energy density is identically conserved. 











Substituting the identity 
~~ _E2 [~8 + + lTabeaeb] , (2.184) 
into the integratee Boltzmann equation and integrating by parts, one obtains 
HI 1 f T(x,er+~(f ) (1+4T(x,e))+ (1+4T(x,e))+a"e a +lTabe"eb :::::: n( .) E2C[J]dE. 4p'Y 3 p '"r 
(2.185) 
T(X, e). (2.186) 
Substituting into Eq. 2.185 one obtains the result 
(
1 ph)') 
r(x,e)' + nelTTT(x,e)+ 38 + 4phl (1+4T(x,e)) 
where" I " denot{·s differentiation with respect to the parameter v along a null 
geodesic, so that dlJ / d>" E. This equation includes contributions from all 
perturbation type." and is valid in open, fiat, and closed universes. It, however, 
does not include polarisation effects. 
In order to obtain an expression for the temperature anisotropy in a given 
direction, one ma:; integrate this equation along a null geodesic whose tangent 
vector projects to that direction, through the observation point x R. It is conve-
nient to substitut(~ for the expansion in terms of known variables. This is done 
via the energy cOI·servation equation for radiation written using the spatial gra-
dient of the energy density, xi'Y) = '\7 aph) along the null vector p" == E(e" +ua): 







a X-hl _ '\7a qhl) ,.( a (I' (2.189) 
which then gives writing q~") 4/3ph1vi'Yl): 
T(X, e)1 + nElT fT(X, e) :::::: 
+ (2.190) 
One may now imegrate this equation along the null geodesic connecting the 
reception point x R to a point in the past, x A, to obtain an integral solution 
on scales where instantaneous recombination is valid. In the case where one 
assumes the photons are collision free, nelTT -+ 0, we obtain the Sachs-Wolfe 
formula: 











2.6 Deconlposition into harmonic modes 
The decomposition of partial differential equations into harmonic modes has 
been an extremely successful technique to render otherwise intractable problems 
tractable. The technique relies on splitting the spatial and time dependencies 
of the PDEs, by ,iecomposing the functions (at each time) relative to some 
basis and then finding evolution equations for the coefficients (for instance, in 
Fourier analysis t[;is decomposition is done with respect to the sine and cosine 
functions). These evolution equations then turn out to be ODEs, which one 
may then solve wilh the standard methods. 
In order to foll,nv this procedure in our covariant approach, one must find a 
relevant set of basi:, functions with which one may perform such a decomposition. 
As we are dealing with tensor perturbation equations, we may decompose the 
perturbation type:, into the scalar, vector, rank-2 tensor, etc. parts. It turns 
out that these different rank perturbations decouple, and that, furthermore, 
we may ignore pelturbations of rank higher than a rank-2 tensor14 (which will 
henceforth simply be known as tensor perturbations). In addition, it may be 
shown that vector perturbations decay [29], so that we may ignore these too. 
These separate perturbation types will now be dealt with separately. 
2.6.1 Scalar modes 
In the covariant approach, scalar modes are characterised by asking the require-
ment that the m"gnetic part of the Weyl tensor, as well as the vorticity, be 
second order. Making Ha.b = ° + 0(2) forces gravitational waves to be negli-
gible. By choosing Wab = 0+ 0(2) one makes sure that density gradients seen 
by the observer iJ the ua frame are due to clumping, and not from kinematic 
effects due to the vorticity. 
This requiremmt generates a set of constraints [11 J which may be satisfied 
by constructing the covariant and gauge invariant variables from tensors derived 
from scalar potemiais. One may separate the temporal and spatial aspects of 
the problem by expanding the scalar potentials in terms of the eigenfunctions, 
Q(k), of the generalised Helmholtz equation 





where these equations hold to zeroth order only. In general one cannot constrain 
Q(k) = ° to higher order. The allowed eigenvalues depend on the curvature of 
the background model: for K = 0, k is any positive real number, for K > 0, 
k 2 'YCr + 2)K, E N+, and for K < 0, k is any real satisfying k2 ~ IKI. 
























k a' (2.198) 
", 
I: kBkQ~k), (2.199) 
k 
p(i) I: qii)Q~k), (2.200) 
k 
I: (ilQ(k) 
V k a' (2.201) 
k 
p(i} I: 1r(i}Q(k) 
k ab' (2.202) 
k 
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where the particlE! species is labelled by i. We further assume that the higher 
order moments m'iy be expanded in terms of Q~~).,al harmonics. One may then 
define: 
/(1) 
A, ph) I: I~l}Q~/, (2.208) 
k 
ell} , A, p(lIl I: G~l} Q~/. (2.209) 
k 
The expansion coefficients, like vii) are themselves first order, and satisfy 
(2.210) 
In terms of these yariables, the total matter variables 15 V",, qk and 1rk are defined 
!SUnless otherwis{ specified, "total" excludes the magnetic fluid. This is done in order to 













h)Vb) + p(v)V(v) + p(C)V(c) + p(b)V(b) 
k k k k ' 
phlqfY) + p(V)qiv ) + p(C)V~,C) + (p(b) + p(b»)vkb) , 




In addition it is cunvenient to define a total flux which includes the magnetic 
flux: 
P(Ylqhl + p(v)q(IJl + p(cLv(C) + pbb (1 + w(b) + 2B2) v(b) k k k 3p(b) k' 
(2.214) 
where pT = P + H /6 is the total energy density (including that of the magnetic 
fluid). One may now derive propagation and constraint equations for these 
coefficients. In th(, pure GR case, with photons, baryons, cold dark matter and 
neutrinos, these equations are [11]: 






• The spatial gradient of the expansion: 
• The heat fluxes: 
q.hl + ~ ~ [2r.h1 (3K/k2 













• The peculiar velocities: 
( c) 1 (c) k iJ . + -()v + -a. = O. 
k 3 k S k . 
• The anisotrc·pic stresses: 
0, 
0, 
• The higher moments by 
jll) ~ {.:.' + 1 [1 _ 1(1 + 2) K] J(I+1) _ _ 1_J (I-1)} 
k S 'il + 1 k2 k 2l + 1 k 
aU) _ ~ {~.+ 1 [1 -l(l + 2) K] C(i+l) 
k S 2' + 1 k2 k 
_1_CU- 1)} 
2l + 1 Tk 
• The electric part of the Weyl tensor and the shear: 
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• The constrailts: 
(k)3' 3K) k 2 5 (1 - k 2 q:, k + 
0, (2.232) 
O. (2.233) 
2.6.2 Tensor modes 
The tensor modes in covariant analysis are characterised by the vanishing of the 
vorticity and all vectors to first order [12, 14, 38]. This means that all fluids 
share effectively the same 4-velocity when one considers tensor modes. Also, 
only the transverse parts of the tensorial variables (the electric and magnetic 
parts of the Weyl tensor as well as the shear and the anisotropic stresses) are 
important, as 
o. (2.234) 
With this restriction, the propagation equations for the dynamic variables re-
duce to 
1 [( 2BC)) Eah + GEau curlHau + '6 3p 1 + w + 3p O'ab 
+3(11'ab + nab)' + G(11'ab + nab)] 
Hab + GHah + curl [Eah ~ (11'ab + nab)] 
Crab + ~GO'ab + Eab - ~ (11'ab + nab) 
e + _G 2 + - 1 + 3w + -1 p ( B2) 
3 2 p 
Only one constraint equation remains: 
H ab - curlO' ab 
The tensor harmonics must satisfy 
V2 Q(k) == 
ab 
p+G(p+p) 




at zero-order. By construction they satisfy the zero-order relations 
VaQ(k) 










As with scalar harmonics, their spect.rum changes depending on the choice of 











the spectrum of rE gular, normalisable solutions for open and flat backgrounds 
having v 2:: 0, and dosed models having the integral values v 2:: 3. The mode 
label k is understood to distinguish degenerate solutions of the defining equation. 
With scalar modes one may do much of ones analysis without actually choos-
ing a specific reprE sentation for the harmonics. In the case of the tensors, how-
ever, it convenient to choose the representation early on. \Ve follow Challinor 
[12] in our choice of representation. With this choice, there are two distinct 
parities in the hal monies, the electric and the magnetic. Label the magnetic 
parity with an overbar, one may decompose the tensor variables via: 
( i) 
7r au 
,,-2" k2(E .Q(k) + E Q-(k)) 
c L.... k ab k ab , 
k 
" k2(H .Q(k) + fI Q-(k)) L.... k ao k ab ' 
k 
" (k) -(k) 5 L.... k((JkQab + i7kQab ), 
k 
p(i) L(7riilQ~i) + 
k 
The specific representation has the identity 
(k) _ k 3]( -(k) 
( )
1/2 
curlQab - 5 1 + 52 Qao . 







With the above definitions and Eq. 2.249, the constraint reduces to 
(2.250) 
with a similar result for the magnetic parity. This allows one to decouple the 
electric and the nagnetic parities, and allows one to eliminate Hab from the 
discussion. 
One now may obtain the propagation equations for the various mode ex-
panded variables, 
with similar results for the barred variables. The moments for the relativistic 
fluids obey: 
j(l) k [l [(1-1) (I + 3)(l- 1) [(/+l l ] 
k +5 2l+111"[ k - (l+1)(2l+1)K(I+1) k 
37 
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\vhere, of course, t.he collisional term is zero for the neutrino moments. The K'l 
are constants defin,"d by 
l ? 2. (2.254) 
The magnetic anisotropic stress evolves via: 
(2.255) 
This then, along with the choice of an equation of state, gives a closed system 













Observations unde'pin the whole of Science. Without observation, there would 
be no check on the validity of scientific theory, and no clues as to how the theory 
should evolve. CO:imology is no exception in this regard. It is an "historical" 
science, in that one may not meaningfully talk about doing experiments - there 
is only one Universe wherefrom we may gather our results. In fact, it is only 
in the last twenty years that it has been possible to make observations of the 
principal cosmological variables with any real precision. In fact, perhaps the 
most precise physical measurement ever made, the measurement of the CMB 
black-body spectntm, is cosmological. The recent release of the WMAP results 
has provided estimates for the fundamental cosmological parameters to extraor-
dinary precision [iJ; the age of the universe is estimated at 13.7 ±O.2 Gyr old, 
with the total mass-energy of the universe estimated at rl tot = 1.02 ±0.02, sug-
gesting that the universe is marginally closed. The data gives strong evidence 
for the existence of a cosmological constant, riA = 0.70:::g:g;.Assuming a flat 
universe, one findo. the composition to be 4.4% baryons, 22% dark matter and 
73% dark energy. The Hubble parameter is estimated at h 0.69 ± 0.07. This 
data is truly remakable - until quit recently the Hubble parameter was only 
known to 20% accuracy! 
3.1 The Cosmic Microwave Background Radia-
tion 
The Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation is perhaps the cleanest cosmo-
logical observable. Indeed, the observation of its blackbody spectrum by COBE 
in 1990 ushered ill the era of "precision cosmology". The CMBR is extremely 
rich, allowing us to deduce many of the fundamentally important cosmological 
variables by meamring it. In order to understand how this may be done, we 
need to understalld how the CMBR came about, and where its anisotropies 
come from. 
3.1.1 The origin of the CMBR 
As we look out hto the universe, we are also looking back in time. This is 











universe is expanding, and was originally much smaller and hotter. At some 
point in the past, then, it was hot enough to ionise hydrogen, which would 
then render the Ulllverse opaque. Due to the homogeneity and isotropy of the 
universe, this time would be roughly the same, no matter in which direction you 
look. Thus, at some redshift, we have an opaque sphere of ionised Hydrogen 
surrounding us. Tbis is the CMBR. 
It is not the CMBR itself that provides the most important information, but 
rather the small arisotropies present in it. One may divide the cause of these 
anisotropies into three main classes [55]: 
• Sachs-Wolff, effect 
This is caused by photons climbing out of an overdensity in the universe 
(a gravitational well) which causes a change of temperature of 
(3.1 ) 
where <I> is the change in the Newtonian potentiaL However, due to time-
dilation, one is looking at a younger, and hence hotter, universe in the 
region of overdensity, correcting the effect to: 
oT 8 <I> 
T 3c2 ' (3.2) 
This effects dominates on angular scales larger than about 2°. 
• Doppler effect 
The photon-baryon fluid undergoes acoustic oscillations during and shortly 
before recombination. This motion of the bulk plasma means that photons 




with v the plasma velocity, and r the photon direction. 
• Adiabatic effect 
The compres:,ion and rarefaction undergone by the oscillating plasma resp. 
heats and cc,ols the oscillating plasma. This leads to the temperature 
change: 
8T 18p(b) 
T :3 pCb) . (3.4) 
The last two effects (Doppler and adiabatic) dominate at scales less than 2° 
and are clearly linked to the acoustic oscillations. The wavelength of these 
oscillations is determined by the sound speed, 
2 2 ( 9P(IJ») 
CS C 3 + 4p(-y) . (3.5) 
Working in Fourier space, and changing to conformal time, one may show that 
8p(-y) I 
(::;;) "-' cos( kcs 71rec ), 












where 1]rec is the omformal time of recombination. We see that this is periodic 
in k. 
Inflation only produces fluctuations in the growing mode, eventually leading 
to the fluctuations at a given k being coherent, giving a set of oscillations in the 
power spectrum. 
In order to obtain the power spectrum, we measure the CMB over the whole 
sky (in principle), and decompose it into spherical harmonics: 
OJ ((), ¢) = I>{m1~m«()' ¢), (3.7) 
I,m 
from which one obtains the power spectrum: 
(3.8) 
In fact, one usuall:: plots l(l + 1)C{ which is the power per unit log interval in 1. 
Lengths at recombination get translated to an angle on the sky vial the 
angular diameter distance formula, which is mainly a function of ntota)' Thus 
the position of th( peaks (which come from the physical distance cos(kCs1]rec)) 
as a function of l are a sensitive indicator of the total energy in the universe. 
Two further parameters are important for observation: n, the slope of the 
primordial power-law power spectrum, defined via 
(3.9) 
and the ratio of tensor to scalar perturbations (inflation predicts that vector 
perturbations will be very small). Inflation usually predicts n ~ 1. 
One may do a detailed fitting of the major parameters to the observations 
given a particular model. These measurements usually need to be complemented 
with secondary m(;asurements (for instance, supernova measurements), as there 
is degeneracy in S(lme of the parameters. None the less, the CMB measurements 
allow us to deducn the values of the cosmological parameters to unprecedented 
accuracy. 
3.1.2 Contaminants 
The detection of eMB anisotropies to the order of t:.T IT '" 10-5 is beset with 
a wide range of difficulties. A major problem is contamination by foregrounds. 
The components of the contamination that are most interesting are: 
• Galactic dust emission 
This is important at high frequencies (typically larger than 100 GHz). 
• Galactic thermal (free-free) emission 
Thermal emission and non-thermal (synchrotron) radiation are important 
at frequencies lower than ...... 30 GHz. 
• Atmospheric emission 
This is the dominant contribution in ground and balloon based experi-
ments. 
• "Spinning dust" 











The most obvious method of avoiding these contaminants is running the exper-
iment at a frequellcy where the contaminants are kept low. In the window of 
frequencies between", 10 and", 40 GHz both atmospheric and Galactic emis-
sions should be dominated by CMB emission. However, in order reach sufficient 
accuracy it is necessary to perform spectral discrimination of foregrounds using 
multi-frequency d;;ta. This takes the form of either closely spaced samples for 
accurate discrimination of the foreground, or a wide set of samples to give a 
good 'lever-arm' in spectral discrimination. 
There are three principal methods to avoid atmospheric contamination (apart 
from moving the detector out of the atmosphere): 
• The switched beam method 
Here the telrscope switches rapidly between two or more beams so that a 
differential measurement may be made between two different parts of the 
sky, allowing one to filter out atmospheric variation. 
• Scanned beam methods 
Here the tekscope has a single receiver with a continuously moving mir-
ror allowing different parts of the sky to be scanned. A computer may 
re-synthesise the motion of the mirror. This method provides greater flex-
ibility at angular scale measurements. 
• Interferometric measurements 
Here, outpUl measurements of each baseline horn are cross-correlated so 
that the Fourier components of the sky can be measured. In this fashion 
the atmospheric component can be efficiently removed, allowing a clean 
CMB map t(. be re-constructed. Furthermore, the beams are electronically 
synthesised, so that they have lower levels of sidelobe pickup, and better 
rejection of systematics. 
3.2 Magnetic fields in the universe1 
Magnetic fields are ubiquitous. They have been observed from the very small 
scales to the very large. We see magnetic fields in stars, galaxies, clusters of 
galaxies and in hii~h redshift objects. 
3.2.1 Observing magnetic fields in a cosmological setting 
The principal means by which magnetic fields are observed at astronomical 
scales are: 
• The Zeemall effect, whereby spectral lines emitted are split into a number 
of closely spaced lines by a strong magnetic field. 
• The intensity and polarisation of synchrotron emission from free relativis-
tic electrom, whereby the electrons emit radiation \vhile being forced to 
move in curved paths due to the presence of a magnetic field. 
• Faraday rotation measurements (Rl\1s) of polarised electromagnetic ra-
diation pas~ing through an ionised medium. The magnetic field in the 











direction of propagating of the radiation causes a rotation in its plane of 
vibration. 
Though a direct measurement of the strength of a magnetic field, Zeeman split-
ting is typically t(·o small to be useful outside our galaxy. The other techniques, 
unfortunately, suffer from the necessity to determine n e , the local electron den-
sity, independent I v. This is often extremely difficult, especially for very rarefied 
media. This ma1,es measurements of the intergalactic medium very difficult. 
With synchrotron emission, the intensity is proportional to . This leads 
researchers somet imes to estimate B by assuming equipartition of energy be-
tween the magnetic field and plasma energy densities. 
Faraday rotation is always used for observation of distant objects. The agree-
ment between RTI,Is and those inferred from synchrotron emission for nearby 
sources give confidence to the measurements of distance objects using the for-
mer method. HOVl'ever RM requires knowledge of the electron column and pos-
sible field reversals, which, while obtainable for nearby objects through pulsar 
frequency and th( ir delays, are difficult to determine for distant measurements. 
This makes determining the magnetic field of the intergalactic medium via RMs 
quite hard, so that only model upper limits are available. 
3.2.2 Current observations 
Galaxies 
The magnetic field in the interstellar medium of the Milky Way has been de-
termined using several methods. The average field strength is 3 4p,G, which 
corresponds to all approximate equipartition of energy between the magnetic 
field, the small-scale turbulent motion, and the cosmic rays confined to the 
Galaxy - Pm ;:::; p(' R ;:::; Pt. This energy density almost coincides with that of the 
CMBR. The oriertation of the field is maintained on scales of the order of a few 
kiloparsecs (comparable to the size of the galaxy) and two reversals have been 
observed between the galactic arms. This suggests a symmetric configuration 
of the field morpltology. 
Similar strengLh fields have been observed in other spiral galaxies, but while 
some (like M33) seem to share the property of equipartition of energy, others 
seem to have a field that is too strong for this. The field morphology also seems 
to vary from galaxy to galaxy, with some showing axially symmetric geometry, 
others symmetric geometry, and some with no discernible field structure [35, 86]. 
Galaxy clusters 
The observations on a large number of Abel clusters [46], some of which are 
known to be x-ra:-: sources (which allow independent determination of n e ), give 
insight to the stnmgth of magnetic fields in galaxy clusters. The phenomeno-
logical equation: 
(3.1 0) 
with L the revers.'ll field length and hso the reduced Hubble constant, describes 
the magnetic fie[.i strength of the intercluster medium (leM) well. Typical 










ILG. The Coma cluster [33] provides a concrete example, with a core magnetic 
1 
field of B ~ 8.3h{ooG tangled at scales of about 1 kpc. Some clusters can have 
quite strong magrcetic fields; RMs show the Hydra A cluster to have a 6/LG field 
coherent over 100 kpc, superimposed with a tangled field with a strength of 
approximately 6/LG [78]. 
The magnetic field strength at the centre of these clusters can be far higher. 
High resolution iuages of radio sources embedded in galaxy clusters show that 
the central regions have a typical field strength ~ 10 30 /LG with peak values 
of ~ 70 /LG[21]. For such large fields the magnetic pressure exceeds the gas 
pressure derived form X-ray data. Indeed, the discrepancy between the estimate 
of the mass of the Abel cluster 2218 derived from gravitational lensing and that 
derived from X-ray measurements [57] may be well explained by magnetic field 
strengths ~ 50 /LG [35]. 
The cause of the apparent decrease in the field strength away from the 
centre of the clusters is still not clear; whilst it may be due to the intrinsic field 
structure, it is also possible that it is merely due to the decrease of gas density. 
Observations show that the field may have a filamentary structure, where the 
filaments, according to [21], should be structured as a flux rope - the field lies 
along the central axis, becoming helical as it moves away. 
These observa".ions make it plausible that magnetic fields exist in all galactic 
clusters, which then raises severe problems for the theories of magnetogenesis. 
High redshift objects 
The most significant measurements of high redshift objects are high resolution 
RMs of very far quasars by Kronberg et al. [51]. These allow one to probe 
magnetic fields in the early past. The magnetic field strength of a relatively 
young spiral galm:y at redshift z = 0.395 was determined by RMs of the quasar 
PKS 1229-021, which lies behind the galaxy at redshift z = 1.038, to be in the 
range 1 - 4 ILG. Illterestingly, the galaxy was determined to field reversals were 
observed at a scale roughly consistent with the spiral arm separation, as our 
Milky Way has. 
RMs of the radio emissions of the quasar 3C191, at a redshift of z = 1.945, 
thought to be due to a magnetised gas at the same distance, are consistent with 
a field strength of 0.4 .- 4/LG. 
Intergalactic magnetic fields 
The rarefied nature of the intergalactic medium (IGM) makes it difficult to make 
any meaningful R\1s. However, using reasonable assumptions on the value of the 
magnetic coheren,~e length and well known estimates of the Universe ionisation 
fraction allows OLe to limit this field. For instance, if one takes the unlikely 
case of a field aligned on cosmological with the additional assumptions 
of A = 0, 0 = I, and H = 0.75, RMs of distant quasars limit BIGM :s lO-llG 
[51]. Adopting the more realistic reversal scale of 1 Mpc (the largest scale at 
which reversals are observed in galaxy clusters) allows Kronberg to give the less 












The ubiquity of magnetic fields raises natural questions as to their origin, which 
have yet to be settled. Two main theories purport to explain the origin of these 
magnetic fields in galaxies: 
The galactic dynamo This is the oldest theory of magnetogenesis, whereby 
a rotating galaxy is seen as a giant dynamo generating the field. The 
dynamo mechanism takes place when the first term in the propagation 
equation for the magnetic field: 
f)B ( , 1 2 
-f) = V x v x B) + -4 V B, t 1rC! (3.11) 
where C! is lhe electric conductivity, dominates the second term (called 
the frozen-ill limit). This equation clearly shows that the existence of an 
initial seed held is crucial to the process. Three other elements are crucial 
to the proCt'ss: hydrodynamic turbulence, differential rotation and fast 
recombination of field lines. The turbulent motion stretches and distorts 
the magneti:: field lines in the frozen-in limit. It can be shown that this 
stretching of the field lines results in the increase of B. However, this effect 
alone is not sufficient to explain the exponential amplification required for 
the dynamo theory to be successfuL This exponential amplification is 
obtained by noting that the turbulent motion can cause twisting of closed 
flux tube, and then put the ends together, resulting in the original single-
loop configuration but with double the flux. This process may be repeated 
n times, to give a 2n-fold strengthening of the field. The gluing together 
of the ends requires a change in the field line topology, which may only 
happen in the presence of a small finite resistivity. This doubling is a 
small-scale process (in regions of small extension the field is more tangled 
and the diffusion times smaller) causing the magnetic configuration to 
evolve local tangled structures to a mean ordered structure. In fact, one 
of the main predictions of the galactic dynamo model is the generation of 
an axially symmetric mean field. 
A general prediction of the theory is that the dynamo amplification will 
stop when an approximate equipartition of energy between the magnetic 
field and small scale turbulence is reached, corresponding to magnetic 
energy densities of 2 - 8 flG. The time to reach this equipartition, starting 
from seed fidds with intensities as low as 1O-2oG, may be 108 - 109 years. 
This estimation holds under the assumption of a CDM dominated universe 
with vanishing cosmological constant. In the presence of a cosmological 
constant th(· dynamo has more time available for amplification, and the 
seed field in1ensity may be as small as 10-30 G. 
Primordial field amplification The main alternative to the galactic dynamo 
is the assumption that galactic fields result from a primordial field which 
gets adiabatically compressed with the collapse of the protogalactic cloud. 
Due to the high conductivity of the intergalactic medium magnetic flux 
is conserved. implying that the magnetic field strength increases with the 
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Since, at plesent, PIGM/Pgal :::: 10-6 , and Bgal = 10-6 G, the required 
strength of the primordial magnetic field at the time of galaxy formation, 
z '" 5, adiabatically rescaled to the present time, is 
Bprim ::: 10-10 G. (3.13) 
The theory predicts that the field should be wrapped into a symmetric 
spiral with L field reversal along the galactic disk diameter, and no reversal 
across the galactic plane. 
The galactic dynamo has become unfashionable due to criticism levelled at it 
resulting from improved theoretical work. Its detractors point out that the the-
ory ignores the strong amplification of small-scale magnetic fields which might 
reach equipartition long before a coherent field is developed. 
Observationally, there are three main ways to decide between the theories: 
• the observal ion of intensity and spatial distribution of galactic magnetic 
fields, 
• the observat ion of intensity and spatial distribution of intergalactic mag-
netic fields, 
• the observation of magnetic fields at high redshifts. 
As noted, observations of the intensity of the magnetic fields of some galax-
ies show evidencf of equipartition of energy between the magnetic field and 
the small scale turbulent motion supporting dynamo theories. However, other 
galaxies, such as the M82 galaxy in the Magellanic Clouds, have magnetic fields 
that are far stronger than the equipartition field. Some spiral galaxies, like our 
own, have been se,m to have field reversals, supporting primordial field theories. 
However other galaxies, like M31 and IC342, show no field reversal. At present 
the number of observations is so small that any statistical inferences would be 
premature [86]. 
The origin of the magnetic fields in the intercluster medium is even more 
mysterious. The:' are far to strong to explain simply by means of ejection 
of galactic magm tic fields. Some theorists postulate some kind of dynamo 
mechanism produced by the turbulent wakes of galaxies, but this has been 
criticised by othen;. Kronberg [51] asserts that the independence of field strength 
from the local matter density suggests that the galactic systems evolved in an 
environment with B ?:, 1pG. 
All of these theories require a seed field prior to galaxy formation. While 
there are several mechanisms where this field might have been generated pre-
recombination, one may also envision scenarios where they might have been 
generated afterwards. One such alternative is the Biermann battery effect [8] 
which may produce seed fields which are amplified at a galactic scale by a 
dynamo powered by turbulence in the protogalactic cloud [52, 54]. However, 
this mechanism fails to account for the observed fields in galaxy clusters. 
If magnetic fie ds existed prior to recombination, it would be reasonable to 
expect some imprint of them in the CMB power-spectrum. Indeed, one might 
hope to place bounds on such a primordial field via measurements of the power 
spectrum. The ne:.:t section deals with possible imprints of primordial magnetic 











3.2.4 Magnetic imprints in the eMB power spectrum 
The presence of magnetic fields prior to photon/baryon decoupling may be ex-
pected to leave all imprint on the CMB. This the CMB power might allow one 
constrain early time magnetic fields. Here the known effects of magnetic fields 
on the CMB are described, along with such constraints as current observations 
of the cr-..m have placed on magnetic field strengths prior to decoupling. 
Homogeneous magnetic fields 
Large scale homogeneous magnetic fields break the isotropy of the universe, 
inducing a prefened direction. Indeed, as we have seen in earlier sections, the 
magnetic field act s like an imperfect fluid with "negative" pressure along the 
field direction. Zeldovich and Novikov [85] calculated such a field having a 
strength today of 10-9 ± 10- 10 Gauss would induce a temperature anisotrop.'r 
!5T/T:S 10-6 . This analysis was updated by Barrow, Ferreira and Silk [5] to 
place an upper limit on the field strength on the basis of the COBE microwave 
background anisol ropy measurements. The limit 
(3.14) 
was thus obtaine(l. Here f is an 0(1) shape factor accounting for possible 
non-Gaussian characteristics of the COBE data set. This shows that even with-
out dynamo amplification COBE data is not inconsistent with magnetic fields 
observed today. 
Magnetic field effects at small angular scales 
While the anisotropy resulting in the above discussion is essentially acausal in 
nature, at small angular scales « 1°) the anisotropies are caused by causal 
physical mechanisms. As described in the section on the origin of CMB anisot-
ropies, primordial density fluctuations give rise to acoustic oscillations in the 
plasma when they enter the horizon some time before last scattering. These 
then produce tem perature fluctuations in the plasma, induce velocity Doppler 
shifts in the phote,ns, and gravitational Doppler shifts in photons climbing out 
of over dense regions. 
These acoustic oscillations are well described by standard fluid dynamics in 
the linear regime. The presence of a magnetic field allows plasma dynamics to 
be radically altered as Magneto-Hydro-Dynamics (MHD) has to be taken into 
account. 
The simplest situation is to consider a single component plasma, and neglect 
any dissipative effect (for example, heat conductivity, or viscosity). If one as-
sumes the magnetic field Bo is homogeneous on scales larger than the plasma 
oscillation wavelet gth, Olle may treat the background field as a uniform field in 
the equations. Performing this analysis one sees that in addition to the ordinary 
sound waves invol':ing density fluctuations, the magnetic field allows three new 
kinds of solutions ([1, 2, 45]): 
• Fast Magnetosonic Waves 
These appro.lch ordinary sound waves in the limit of small magnetic field, 
and involve fluctuations in the velocity, density, magnetic, and gravita-











They waves travel at a velocity 
(3.15) 
where () is tlte angle between the wave propagation direction and the mag-
netic field, 
(3.16) 
is the Alfvell velocity, and Cs is the ordinary sound speed (in the absence 
of the magn3tic field). This is only valid for VA « cs , and for such fields, 
the waves al e approximately longitudinal. 
• Slow Magne(osonic Waves 
These waves also involve fluctuations in the velocity and density. In con-
trast to the fast magnetosonic waves, these waves fluctuate both transver-
sally and longitudinally even for small fields. Their velocity is approxi-
mately 
(3.17) 
• AI/ven Waves 
These waves contrast to the magnetosonic \vaves, in that they are purely 
rotational, involving no density fluctuations. They are linearly polarised, 
and propaga te at 
(3.18) 
Adams et al. [1] were the first to investigate the possible effects of MHD waves 
on the temperatur~ anisotropies. In the simple case of magnetosonic waves, they 
found that in the tight-coupling limit the effect of the field could be somewhat 
mimicked by a variation of the baryon density. However, the amplitude of the 
fast waves depend,; on the angle between the wave-vector and the magnetic field. 
As the magnetic field is assumed to change at scales larger than the scale of the 
fluctuations, differ.mt patches ofthe sky might show different fluctuation spectra 
depending on the angle. By performing all sky averaging, summing also over 
the angle of the fi,~ld and the line of sight, the authors were able to determine 
the effect on the temperature power spectrum. They found that a magnetic field 
had a tendency to reduce the amplitude of the first peak with respect to the free 
field case, as the magnetic field pressure opposes the in-fall of the photon-baryon 
fluid into the potential well of the fluctuations. The magnetic field also yielded 
a subtle shift of tl e position of the peaks. These effects together allowed them 
to conclude that magnetic fields with a strength today> 5 x 10-8 should be 
detectable by the lpcoming PLANCK satellite. 
While it is diff cult to disentangle the signature of the magnetosonic waves 
on the CMBR, th( signature that Alfven waves may leave is quite peculiar, due 
to the fact that t1 ey involve only rotational fluctuations, without fluctuations 
in density. Indeed, as the density does not change, the velocity Doppler shift 
would not be cancdled by the gravitational redshift, which could provide a clear 
signature of magndic fields at last scattering [1]. 
Alfven waves 3"e interesting for a further reason in that they are vector per-
turbations. \Vhen as vector perturbations are suppressed by expansion and do 











Thus Alfven wave:; are well suited to probe more unusual initial conditions, such 
as those generated from primordial phase transitions. 
As will be discussed in the next section, Alfven waves also suffer less from 
dissipation than magnetosonic waves do. Subramanian and Barrow [75] and 
Durrer et al. [17] both did a detailed investigation of the effects Alfven waves 
leave on the C:VIB. They found that these waves produce Doppler peaks with a 
period determined by the Alfven velocity. However, for reasonable values of the 
magnetic field stn;ngth the Alfven velocity is very small, these would be quite 
difficult to detect. 
However, Durrer et al. argued that the presence of Alfven modes would lead 
to a phenomenolcgically interesting effect on the statistical properties of the 
CjVIB anisotropies. If one decomposes the temperature anisotropies using the 
usual spherical ha'monic decomposition, the Ct'S are just Cl (alrnairn)' How-
ever, the spin-1 n1ture of vorticity perturbations introduces phase transitions 
I -+ 1 ± 1 introdu~ing a corelation between the al+l,rn and al-l,rn harmonics, 
which would be measured by 
(3.19) 
Durrer et al. det"rmined the form of the C1 and Dl coefficients for the case 
of a homogeneous magnetic field with a spectral index in the range (-7, -1), 
and, on comparing their results with the COBE data, determined a limit on the 
magnetic field amplitude of the order (2 - 7) x 10-9 Gauss. 
MHD modes in the presence of dissipation 
In the previous section dissipative effects were assumed negligible. Jedamzik et 
al. [42] were the first to study the effects of dissipation of MHD perturbation 
modes. It was shown [42, 76] that the dissipation of J\1HD modes produce an 
effective damping of inhomogeneous magnetic fields. 
In the absence )f a magnetic field acoustic density fluctuations are effectively 
damped in the diffusive regime due to viscosity and heat conductivity (Silk 
damping). At recombination, this dissipation occurs for modes smaller than the 
approximate photon diffusion length, d'"'{ ~ (l"ttH )1/2, \vith l, the photon mean 
free path. Fast magnetosonic waves are damped in a very similar manner, with 
the dissipation scale coinciding with the Silk length scale. However, Alfven and 
slow magnetosonic waves are damped quite differently. Indeed, the Alfven waves 
may become overd unped when the photon mean free path becomes large enough 
for dissipative effects to overcome oscillation. The strong viscosity prevents fluid 
acceleration by magnetic forces, and thus damping is quite inefficient for non-
oscillating Alfven nodes with 
(3.20) 
The damping scale for Alfven modes is thus much smaller than that for sound 
and fast magnetosonic modes, by a factor LA"" V A cos ()d,. It follows that for 
the discussion in be previous section to be valid, the magnetic field must have 
a coherence length less than the co-moving Silk damping scale (Ls ~ 10 Mpc) 
for fast magnetosonic waves, and greater than LA for Alfven waves. 
Further interesting work was done by Jedamzik et al. [43]. They reasoned 










to a nonthermal injection of energy into the heat-bath distorting the CMB power 
spectrum. With this reasoning, and using the COBE/FIRAS data, they were 
able to exclude primordial magnetic fields with strength;:::' 3 x 10-8 G and co-
moving coherence length,...., 400 pc. On scales of ""' 0.6 Mpc, the COBE data 
disallows magneti.: fields of strength;:::' 3 x 10- 8 Gauss, by similar reasoning. 
Polarisation effects 
As noted in Ch. 2, Thomson scattering naturally creates CMB polarisation. 
All that is required is for the photon distribution function to have a quadrupole 
anisotropy, as se{ n by the electrons. This can not occur in the tight cou-
pling regime, wherein the development of anisotropy in the baryon rest frame is 
prevented, howewr, near decoupling, where the photons begin to free-stream, 
quadrupole anisot'opies may develop in the photon distribution function, sourc-
ing a space dependent polarisation. Thus temperature and polarisation anisot-
ropies are expectei to be coupled. 
Kosowskyand Loeb [50] noticed that a magnetic field could induce a sizeable 
Faraday rotation in the c:vm. The rotation depends both on the magnetic field 
strength and on the free electron density, and although the former is expected 
to be larger at early times, the latter drops to negligible values as recombination 
ends. Thus rotati(,n may only be generated in the brief time where photons and 
electrons have stal ted to decouple, but have not yet done so to the point where 
Faraday rotation (eases. Kosowsky and Loeb found that under the assumption 
of a uniform magnetic field at the co-moving scale of ,...., 5 Mpc, a primordial 
field of Eo rv 10-9 Gauss would result in rotation of the order of 280 rad m -2, 
which would in pr.ncipal be detectable by the PLANCK experiment. 
Scannapieco aDd Ferreira [67] examined how a magnetic field would affect the 
correlation of temperature and polarisation anisotropies. It is usual to separate 
the polarisation patterns on the sky into "electric" (E) and "magnetic" (B) 
parities, the E-mode having ( -1)/ parity on the sphere, and the B-mode (-1 )1+1. 
Isotropy forbids cross correlation between E and B modes, as this would imply 
parity violation. However, the magnetic field is maximally parity violating, and 
therefore may pro,iuce cross correlation, revealing their presence. The authors 
concluded that this cross-correlation would render fields with strengths as low 
as 10-9 detectabk by the PLANCK satellite. Only the case of a uniform field 
was considered, but many of the key ideas should carry through to fields with 
finite coherence length. 
Faraday rotati,m may also affect the temperature anisotropy via a back-
reaction of the radiation depolarisation inducing a larger photon diffusion length, 
and thus reducing viscous damping of temperature anisotropies. Harari, Hay-
ward, and Zaldarriaga [36] considered this effect, and showed that on small 
angular scales (l ~. 1000) the magnetic field tends to increase the temperature 
anisotropy. They ,;alculate that both MAP and PLANCK should be sensitive 
to magnetic fields 1t a level of about Eo 10-7 Gauss, which is comparable to 
the BBl\' limit. 
Stochastic magnetic fields 
Recently various authors have considered primordial magnetic fields that are 











as any causal melhanism results in such fields. In this approach the magnetic 
field is modelled as a statistically homogeneous and isotropic magnetic field, so 
that in Fourier sp.lce 
(3.21) 
where k is the m)de vector. The magnetic spectrum B(k) is assumed to be 
approximated by a simple power law B(k) ex kn up to some cut-off frequency 
ke, the scale at which modes are exponentially damped. Durrer et al. [18] argue 
that for causally generated magnetic fields, n must be a strictly positive even 
number. At any I ate, n > -3 in order to avoid over-production of long-range 
coherent magnetic fields. 
Koh and Lee [48] examine scalar stochastic perturbations. They are not 
overly concerned v'ith the mechanisms whereby the field is generated, and simply 
assume it appears instantaneously at some time. They assume the usual power-
law form, with sp(~ctral index larger than -3, and 
cut-off kc . Th(~y calculated power spectra for both temperature and polar-
isation, finding that the presence of a magnetic field tended to shift the peaks 
up. They found that the spectrum curves depended strongly on the cut-off fre-
quency - larger cut-off frequencies having greater effect. Increasing the spectral 
index was found t·) decrease the impact of the magnetic fields on the spectrum. 
The authors ignore the effect of Faraday rotation on the polarisation spectrum. 
They conclude that fields needed be at least of the order of 10-8 Gauss to have 
an appreciable eff(~ct on the spectra. 
Subramanian and Barrow [75, 77] explore how stochastic fields create vor-
ticial, or vector, perturbations that may survive Silk damping. These modes 
would then presumably have an important contribution to the CMB spectrum 
at small angular scales, where other modes would be damped out. As is usual, 
they assume a power-law spectrum in their calculations. They find that a scale-
invariant spectrur 1 which red-shifts to Bo = 3 X 10-9 at present should yield 
temperature anisc>tropies of the order of lOp,K between I "" 1000 - 3000. A-
dominated univenes, and steeper spectra, or universes with a larger baryon 
density all produce larger signals. 
In a series of papers Durrer and co-workers [18, 44, 62] explore the effects of 
stochastic magnetic fields on the tensor and vector contributions to the CMB 
power spectrum .. \ssuming that the field has a power-law spectrum with a cut-
off, they are able to derive analytic expressions for the power spectra. For the 
tensors, they found that the field induces a scale invariant spectrum as the index 
approaches -3. For such spectra, they deduce a constraint of order 10-9 Gauss. 
For initial spectra with index n, they found that the field averaged over the the 
co-moving length scale lOh- 1 Mpc, B>. is constrained by B>. < 7.9 x 1O- 6e3n 
Gauss for n < -3/2, and B>. < 9.5 x 1O-8eo.36n Gauss for n > -3/2. Taking into 
account vector perturbations, and calculating the effect both on temperature 
and polarisation spectra, Mack et al. [62] expect the MAP satellite to be able to 
constrain fields to be no greater than"" x 10-9 G, and strengthen the constraint 
to 4 x 10-13 G if the fields are generated causally. 
In [77], Subramanian and Barrow compare their estimates to those of Durrer 
et al. [18,44,62] if magnetic effects are detected at high I, then the expressions 
for the tensor power spectra derived in [18, 62] show that the magnetic field 
would lead to pel turbations of the order of 10% for I < 100, and thus their 












Scalar perturbations in the 
presence of a magnetic field 
In this chapter we are going to present analytic results on the nature of scalar 
perturbations in He presence of a magnetic field. In order for this to be possible 
we will use a simple two-fluid model, the fluids being radiation and magnetised 
dustl. Our analysis will follow that of Padmanabhan [64], who performs this 
analysis for non-magnetised dust. 
For our analysis it is convenient to adopt the energy frame. This is defined 
as the frame in 'which the total flux is zero. We follow the approximation 









This allows us to write the evolution equation for the gradient of the expansion 
as 
1 1 2 b 1 ph) 1 - 2 I~) 
Za -2HZ -- -pV - -B 8 -38, bIB - - V V' 
p l+w+-a 2 a 2 a La 3 ( 2B2) a 
3p 
1 B2 2 B2 1 
+ - ( ) pVa 2 p 3 p 1 + w + 2f,2 
[ 
6c;(1+w) B2 1 1 + 4- ( ) SHVbwab 
( 1 + w + 2f,2) P 1 + w + 2:~2 
4 B2 1 
-- ------,-HZa. (4.3) 
3 p (1 + w + 2f,2) 
1 In this section, th, superscript «(-1')" refers to the radiation fluid, and «(b)" to the dust. 
Total variables, like p. w, Va refer to the total contribution of the dust and radiation fluid, 











and that for the (o-moving spatial gradient of the total energy density as 
. 6H b B2 
pVa + p(l + w)Za - 3HwVa + -BlablB - 2aH-aa = O. (4.4) 
p" p 
The individual finid components will in general move relative to the energy 
frame, and have their own peculiar velocities. The magnetic field is frozen into 
the dust, and only the total (magnet.ised dust) energy-momentum is conserved. 
However, as magnetic energy densities are identically conserved, the dust energy 
density is consen ed" Thus, the equations for the co-moving gradients of the 
individual energy densities are, for the dust: 
iJib) + Za + 3SHaa + s'O adivv(b) = 0, (4.5) 
and for the radiation 
• (0) 4 4 - ) 
V"'( + -Z + 4SHa + -SV divv("'( = 0 (4.6) a 3 a a 3 a . 
The momentum c )nservatioll equation for the magnetised dust is: 
V·,(b) (3 2 1) H (b) 2 1 B Bb (4 -) a ' cs(T) Va - aa + -S 0 ( '> 2) [ab) , . ( 
P(b) 1 + _B 3ptb) 
and for the radiation: 
vh) = (3c2 - 1) Hu(') a s(,) a 4V('V) aa + S a'· 
Here = 1/3 i; the sound speed of the radiation, and 
1 B2 
c2 -
seT) - 3 B2 + 
is the sound speer of the magnetised dust. 
We follow Dunsby et aL [15] in defining the difference variables 
5(b",() 1 V(b) _ 1 Vh) = V(b) ~V(,) 





The propagat.ion equation for sty) can be derived from Eqs 4.5 and 4.6, giving: 
5(h) - -S'O divv(b")'l a - a , ( 4.12) 
and that for vib"'(l from Eqs 4.7 and 4.8, giving 
~;(b1) (3c; I)Hv(b"'() + iVhl + ~ 1 B[ bJEb 




PCb) (1 + 2B2 ) 1 3p\b) 
3 p ( 1 + w + 2::'2) . (4.14) 
The propagatic.n equation for the co-moving spatial gradient of the magnetic 
energy density is given by: 
. 4 -1 - (b) 











4.1 Scalar equations 
In contrast to Se(. 2.6, where scalar harmonics are used to explicitly separate 
out the scalar contribution to the propagation equations, we will in this section 
be constructing explicit scalar variables. These are defined as 
v s',rva , ( 4.16) 
2 S'9a 2,., (4.17) 
Sib,) S'9a sib,) , (4.18) 
V{b,l S'9,.V(b,) 
a , (4.19) 
B S'9a Ba . ( 4.20) 
By taking the diwrgence of the equation for the conservation of momentum one 
obtains the useful relation: 
p 
_ 1 ph) h)) 
3 S2 V , ( 4.21) A= 
where K is defined in terms of the 3-Ricci scalar R by: 
K S2'92 R. ( 4.22) 
In order for K to be O(Er) we require the background to be flat. 
One may now )btain a closed set of propagation equations; 
. 3B2 
(J + w)2 + 3HwV + --HB -HK 
2 p p 
2 1 B2 ph) V h }, 
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where the propagi.tion equation for K is obtained from the Gauss-Codazzi equa-
tions. Dh) may be written in terms of D and S via 
pD p(b)S 
ph) + ~p(b)' 
4.2 Harmonic decomposition 
( 4.29) 
In order to do tlw analyse these equations, it is desirable to harmonically de-
compose them in terms of the Helmholtz functions introduced in Sec. 2.6, via 
the decomposition: 
D LDkQ(k), (4.30) 
k 
Z LZkQ(k), (4.31) 
k 
S(b,) ::::: LSkhlQ(k), ( 4.32) 
k 
v(b" LV(b')Q(kl 
k , ( 4.33) 
k 
B LBkQ(k), (4.34) 
k 
K LKkQ(k). ( 4.35) 
k 
Padmanabhan introduces the convenient time variable x defined by 
S 
;T::::: Seq ( 4.36) 
where Seq is the scale factor at radiation-matter equality. To zeroth order in 
El the radiation and magnetic energy densities scale like , and the matter 
energy density like One may thus write the various energy densities in 
terms of x as: 
p("!) 1 pCb) 1 p l+x B2 f3 
( 4.37) 
Peq 2x4' Peq 2x3 ' Peq 2X4 ' Peq x4 ' 
\Ve can now see that 
1 
( 4.38) w 
3(1 + x)' 
The zero-order Fti~dmann equation allows us to determine the Hubble param-
eter as a function of x: 












The perturbation; are expressed in terms of a wave number k. It is convenient, 
however, to use the ratio 21fw = [dH(teq)/),(Seq)] between the Hubble radius 
at S SCf'q and the wavelength of the perturbation at S = Sew The two are 
related via: 
( 4.40) 
We may conVlTt the propagation equations from differential equations in t 
to differential equations in x via 
d d ~ 
HS-- H(x)x- = HD dS dx - , 
H S- S- - -H (1 +w)S-2 d( d) 3 2 d 
,is dS 2 dS 
(4.41 ) 
H2 iJ2 - ~H2(1 + w)D, 
( 4.42) 
where D = x 
One may now write the harmonic equations: 
( 4.43) 
( 4.44) 
2SeqH2(X)x3 2 (h) 
1 W V k ' +x 
( 4.45) 
-4 (b-y) 4 (1) /3 /3 
-3-. -4H (x)vk + -S V k - -2S 2Bk + -3S 2 Kk , (4.46) x + eqX eqX eqX 
~Zk 4/3 4 H (x)Kk + 3 6/3 4H (x)Bk 
3 ~+ x+ 




, 2 ,(b')') 
-t 3x + 4 x k 3(1 + x) W t'k ' (4.47) 
= - 3 4/3 4H(x)Kk + 3 6/3 4H(x)Bk + -3 4 4H(x)Vi')'J. 
X+ x+ X+ 
( 4.48) 
In order to facilitate comparison with Padmanabhan's analysis, we now elimi-













J X x 
21+x x+ 
2 l5x + 16 ) ~ 
1 - 9 (x + 4/3)2 D 
+ (_~ + 3x + ~ __ :-





'g (1 + x)(x + 4/3)3 
(
8 w2 x 2 4 3x2 + 8x + 8 ) - - (xS (1 + x)V) 
9 (1 + x)(x + 4/3) 27 (1 + X)2(X + 4/3)3 
1 9x2 + l5x + 8 (3 6x2 + l3x + 8 
-(30+xF B (3"6 + + + 3 (x+4/3)(l+x)2K, 
(4.49) 







2 w2 [2 
--V + 
3 x + 4/3 1 + x 3 1 + x 
(4.50) 
4(1+Xfj l)V 
3 ;:-t- 4/3 + 3(x + 4/3)2 (4.51 ) 
4[" 4( x 2 x )] 3 11 + 3 (x + 4/3)2 + /J 3 (x + 4/3)3 S, (4.52) 
1 4 1 16 1 + x 
2(3 x + 4/3 B - (33 x + 4/3 K + 9 (x + 4/3)2 V 
16 x S 
9 (x + 4/3)2 . 
(4.53) 
Given V and S, Olle may solve for Vb) and V(b) and find 
4 Vb) 




In terms of these \ariables we obtain: 
DB 4 ( 4 1 ) fj D. (332 1 D. 3 1 -- 3 x + 4/3 R + 27 (x + 4/3)2 R 
16 1 D. 
9 x+4/3 c, 
( 4.56) 
( 4.57) 
l 16 1 4 1 = 2(3--B + - D.R - 8 ---..,-











4.3 Analysis of equations 
These equations cannot be solved exactly, but their most important properties 
may be derived b;' suitable approximation. 
Modes are lal:elled by the parameter w. If w > 1, the mode enters the 
Hubble radius in the radiation dominated era, and if w <, it enters in the 
matter dominated era. \Ve thus have Xenter :::::J if w « 1, and Xenter :::::J w- I 
if w » 1. We will thus consider the modes w « 1 and w » 1 separately. 
4.3.1 The case w <t: 1 
When w « 1, we have Xenter :::::J w-2 . It is convenient to deal with the ranges 
x « 1 « Xenter and x > Xenter » 1 separately. For the former, one may 
obtain the lowest order solutions to the variables (V, S, 13, K) by a dual series 
expansion in the small parameters wand /3, using Eqs 4.49 - 4.53. One obtains 
four principal modes (two other modes exist, but are unimportant) which, by 






















2 32 (1 + ... ) + O(,Bw ), 
9 2 9 2 4 33 2 8:7 (1+''')-80WX (1+ .. ·)+ 64,Bx 10g(x)(1+· .. ), 
x2 W 2 X 4 11 
2 (1 + ... ) - 60 (1 + ... ) + 48 (1 + ... ) , 
the adiabatic decaying mode by: 
l ( ) 1 2 ( ) 29 1 x- 1 + ... + 3w x 1 + ... + 12,6x- log(x) (1 + ... ), 
~u. 2x (1 + ... ) + 0(w2 ,6), 
3 1 13 2 ( 29 1 4X - (1 + ... ) 12w x 1 + ... ) - 16,6x- (log (x) + ... ), 
1 1 2 2 29 
-x- (1 + ... ) - 3w x (1 + ... ) - 12 (1 + ... ), 
the isothermal de,:aying mode by: 
1 2 3 3 6:'; x (1 + ... ) + 4,Bx (1 + ... ) , 
w2 X 3 2 
1 18 (1 + ... ) + O(w ,6), 
55 2 3 15 
-x (1 + ... ) + 216 w x (1 + ... ) + 16 (1 + ... ) , 
1 2 3 1 . 
-x (1 + ... ) + 18w x (1 + ... ) + 4,6x (1 + ... ) 
and the isothermal growing mode by: 
1 2 ' 2 6w x' (log(x) + ... ) 3,6 (log(x) + ... ), 
1 
log(x) +... 18w2x3 (log(x) + ... ) + 0(:.;2,6), 
~ (lc,g(x) + ... ) + 55 :.;2X3 (log(x) + ... ) _ 1 (log(x) + ... ), 
3 f 72 12 
1 2 3 -x (log(x) + ... ) + 18w x (log(x) + ... ) - 2,6 (log(x) + ... ). 
The "adiabatic" r lodes are labelled such, because, for these, S is very small. 
For the isothermal modes, the labels "decaying" and "growing" are somewhat 
arbitrary. 
The coupling hetween V and S is 0(w2xn) or O(,6xn ), so in this limit is 
rather weak. Thu..; the distinction between adiabatic and isothermal modes is 
well defined, and evolution will not mix the hvo while the modes are larger than 
the Hubble radius 
If one neglects terms 0(w2x2 ) and higher, one sees from Eq. 4.60 that S = 1 












As noted earlier, the modes labelled "growing" and "decaying" in the adia-
batic case truly d;~serve their labels. \Ve see that for adiabatic initial conditions, 
the variables Band K follow V. The back-reaction of these variables onto V is 
very small, and d)es not change the over-all behaviour of the solutions. 
In the isothermal case, V «S. This causes the variables Band K to follow 
S. However, the back-reaction is still negligible. There is only a small pertur-
bation of energy density, so spacetime geometry does note change significantly. 
Thus the isotherr lal modes correspond to a re-distribution of energy densities 
between the radiation and dust fluids. As a matter of convention, the dominant 
isothermal mode s called "growing". 
We now consi,ier the case when x « 1 (i.e. x 2w 2 « 1). This is when the 
modes have entered the Hubble radius, and is matter dominated. The strong 
coupling between S and V leads to only two important modes being present: 
_i! 
X 2, 
with the variable K and B constant in both regimes. We see that the presence 
of a magnetic field does not significantly affect this situation. It also makes no 
sense to distingui,h adiabatic and isothermal modes here, as V and S are equal. 
4.3.2 The case w ~ 1 
\Ve now consider he case w2 » 1. This is more complicated, there being three 
regimes: the mode is bigger than the Hubble radius (xw « 1, which means 
x « 1), the mod,~ is smaller than the Hubble radius, but the universe is still 
radiation dominal ed (w- 1 « x « 1), and finally, the mode has entered the 
universe and it is matter dominated (x » 1, so that wx » 1). We work now 
with the equation, in terms of 6.R and D.c (Eqs 4.56 - 4.59). 
In the case W:I « 1, i.e. the mode has yet to enter the Hubble radius the 
equations may be approximated as: 
[ij2-(l+~i3)D 
-2(1 2,8)] D.R 
3 ~ 3 3 
( 4.60) ~ -8DD.c - -i3B + -13K 
2' 4 2' 
~2 
D D.c ~ 
~2 
D D./t, (4.61) 
DB 
2 ~ 4 
(4.62) ~ 3[4D + i3lD.R - 36.c, 
13K 4 3 13K. (4.63) ~ -D.R + -i3B 
3 2 
We see that the L1c perturbations are driven by the D.R perturbations the 











The dominant mo,ie is given by: 
5 
x2 + (j/3x2Iog(x), 
5 
x2 + (j/3x2Iog(x), 
B 
35 17 
2x2 + 18/3x2 Iog(x) + 36/3x2 , 
2 10 8 
"3x2 + g/3x2Iog(x) + g/3x2 , 
which is clearly aciabatic. We see that the back-reaction of the magnetic vari-
ables on the radia·.ion perturbations is small. 
For the case x « 1, wx » 1, the equations may be approximated by: 
[ ~2 ( 7) ~ 2 2 2] D - 1 + 2/3 D +"3w X ~R ~ 3 ~ 3 2 2 2 -2/3D~c - 4/3B - "3/3w x K, (4.64) 
D2~C ~ ~ 2 2 ( 2) D~R-/3wx B+"3K , (4.65) 
DB 
2 ~ 4 
( 4.66) ~ "3[4D + /3l~R - "3~C' 
DK 
4 3 
( 4.67) ~ -~R + -/3B - /3K. 
3 2 
To zero order in /3, the equation for ~R is then the oscillator equation, giving: 
B 
K = 
Aexp(±ivx) - ~/3D, v2 = ~w2 » 1, 
Blog(x)+C 
2 
+"3 B/3w2x(log)2 (x), 
2 4 
-"3B(log)2(x) - "3Clog(x) + Aexp(±ivx) 
8 
- gB/3w2x(log)2 (x), 
1 
D - "3B/3(log(x)? 
One sees that thE perturbations in the radiation now oscillate rapidly. The 
dark matter and magnetic perturbations do not grow at a significant rate in 
this era, increasing only logarithmically. We see that, although there is a back-
reaction due to th(: magnetic field, it does not alter the behaviour of the system 
- although the oscillations of the radiation fluid are shifted, it is only by a small 
amount. 











and the equations may be approximated by 
[ ~) l~ 3] D- + 2D - 2 ~c 





We see that the p(rturbations are now driven by the dark matter. To zero order 
m the dark ma',ter perturbations are given by 
~c >:::; Ax + Bx-3 / 2 >:::; Ax, (4,72) 
Following Padmallabhan [64], we may then compute ~R (to zero order in fJ) 
using the WKB approximation: 
, ~ 3A B . ( , (8 1/2) 
~R ~ + y'Wx exp ±lY 3WX . (4.73) 
Computing Band K (to zero order in fJ) then gives: 
B 
16 
gAlog(x) + C + 4B ((8 ) exp ±iy 3wx1/2 , (4,74) 
K >:::; D, ( 4.75) 
Thus the ~R contnues to oscillate rapidly, the oscillations dominating over the 
driving by the dad: matter term. The magnetic perturbations grow slowly in this 
era, while oscillating. While the back-reaction on the radiation perturbations is 
negligible, it does have an effect on the CD.\1 perturbations. To first order in 
and highest order in x, this back-reaction is given by: 
(4.76) 
where ~g represents the back-reaction of the magnetic perturbations onto the 
CDM perturbatiOIls. 
4.3.3 Numerical analysis 
Figures 4.1 and 4 2 are show the evolution of the scalar variables under the 
system 4.56 - 4.59. These were generated by numerical integration. It must be 
noted that the mo,lel presented does not include the effect of Silk damping. In-
specting the graph >, one may clearly see the behaviour predicted by the analytic 
approximations derived in the previous section. One can clearly see how in late 
times the CDM perturbations grow faster in the presence of a stronger magnetic 
field. As noted in t he previous chapter, the presence of a magnetic field changes 
the frequency of the late-time oscillations. This effect is not seen here, however, 
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Figure 4.1 : Numerical integration showing the evolution of the perturbation 
variables with adiabatic initial conditions in the presence of a very weak mag-
netic field ((3 = 10-10 , W = 100). Here the magnetic variables and the matter 
variables effectively decouple . 
before decoupling. Naturally, the CDM does not share this coupling with the 
photons. In the next chapter the "tight coupling" approximation of the full set 
of equations (given in Sec. 2.6) will be derived. This will show how coupled 
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Figure 4.2: Numerical integration showing the evolution of the perturbation 
variables with adiabatic initial conditions in the presence of a stronger magnetic 
field ({3 = 10-4 , W = 100). One may see how weak coupling affects the evolution 












Calculating the CMBR 
power spectrum 
As we have seen in the previous chapter, the CMB power spectrum is the cleanest 
cosmological observable. It is vital then to have an efficient technique to predict 
the CMB power.;pectrum. The CAMB code, a covariant modification of the 
CMBFAST code [68J does this using the symbolic "integral solution" for the 
radiation [11, 56]. This next section presents the code, followed by sections 
showing how the code has be modified to predict the power spectrum with a 
primordial magm tic field. 
5.1 The CAMB code 
The CAMB code (http://camb.info) [56], a modification of the C:VIBFAST 
code [68], provides a fast and accurate means of calculating the predicted CMB 
power spectrum for given initial conditions. This chapter will describe the 
function and the .iesign of the code in order to facilitate future modification. 
5.1.1 Running CAMB 
Assuming FORTRAN 90 is correctly installed, one may easily run the CAMB 
code. Before runJIing it, however, it must be compiled. This is done by run-
ning the make utility (which should be installed) which will then compile the 
program. After tLe program is correctly compiled, one runs it by typing 
./camb inifiLe 
at the command-line, where inifi Leis the name of the initialisation file con-
taining the initialisation parameters. The default file, params. ini, is shipped 
with the code. Ally modifications should be based on this file. The parameters 
are self-explanato-y. 
5.1.2 The organisation of the CAMB code 











• bessels. no - Contains a module to calculate the spherical Bessel func-
tions. This is based on Arthur Kosowsky's "hyper j 1. e" . 
• eamb. f90 - Main wrapper routines for running CAMB as part of another 
program. Ey adding "use camb" to the program one may call the routines 
in the file, 'Nhich include 
- CAMB_GetResults generates output from a set of model parame-
ters (specified in CAMBparams type - which is defined at the top of 
modules. f90). 
CAMB_ValidateParams checks that the parameter set is valid. 
CAMB .. 5etDefaultParams sets the parameter set to the defaults. 
CAMB_CetAge computes the age of a model in gigayears. 
CAMB_GetCls to retrieve the computed CIs. 
The results can also be accessed directly using the arrays in the ModelData 
module (deJ1ned in modules. f90). 
• cmbmain. HIO - This file contains the CAMBmain module which contains the 
main subroltine (embmain) that does integrations, etc. It encompasses 
CMBFASTs cmbflat and cmbopen. 
• equations. f90 This file contains the Gaugelnterface module which 
contains th.~ background and perturbation evolution equations. These 
calculation routines are then used by the embmain function to do the 
numerical illtegration. Amongst the important subroutilles in the module 
are: 
GetNumEqns - This calculates the number of equations to propagate. 
output and outputt These compute the scalar and tensor sources 
at a gi'/en time for a given wavenumber. 
outtrcnsf writes out the matter transfer functions. These depend 
on whi~h variable set is used. 
ini tia.l and initialt These compute the scalar and tensor initial 
conditbns. 
(f)derivs and (f)derivst These compute the (conformal time) 
derivatives for the scalar and tensor variables. The functions prefixed 
by "P' do so in the fiat C&"le. 
The majority of modifications to the code will be done here, so a later 
section will iiscuss the file in detail. 
• inidriver. f90 Driver for the command-line camb program. 
• inifile. f9J Reads in parameters from a file of name/value pairs and 
calls CAMB. Modify this file to generate grids of models, change the pa-
rameterisati,)n, etc. 
• lensing. f9J - Lensing module for computing the lensed CMB power 
spectra from the unlensed spectra and a lensing power spectrum. Adapted 











• modules. f90 This file defines the modules: 
- ModelParams This contains definitions of various model parameter 
data tvpes as well as code to set the values of these parameters. 
- Model)ata - This contains the computed output power spectra data. 
- TimeSteps 
Transfer - Various routines involved in the calculation of transfer 
functi(ms. 
Massi-reNu Routines involved in massive neutrino calculations. 
ThermoData - Routines for calculating thermodynamic data, like the 
sound speed. 
which are used in other parts of the program. 
• power _t il t . f 90 - This file defines a module called lni t ialPower that 
returns the initial power spectra. 
• recfast. f90 RECFAST integrator for Cosmic Recombination of Hy-
drogen and Helium by Douglas Scott (with minor modifications for CMB-
FAST and the CAMB). 
• sigma8. f9C' -- Sample tester program showing how one might use the 
CAMB cod,~ in ones own program. This prints out a8 as a function of 
CDM densit y. 
• subroutines. f90 This contains useful subroutines involved in interpola-
tion, and and the modified Runga-Kutta integrator dverk for parallelised 
evolution. 
• tester. f9C - Sample tester program showing how one might use the 
CAMB codp in ones own program. This gets the scalar and tensor CIS as 
well as their sum. 
• wri tef its. f90 - This file contains routines to output power spectrum in 
FITS format. 
5.1.3 Modif:ying the CAMB code 
1\1any modifications will involve modifying only the propagation equations, with 
the possible addition of new first-order variables. The CAMB code uses confor-
mal time, and thE signature convention of [11], so, before any changes may be 
made, the propag,ltion equations must be made to conform with the signature 
choice and transformed to conformal time. All the changes needed for such a 











An overview of the equations.f90 file 
The equations. E90 file contains the propagation equations that get numerically 
integrated in order to generate the CMB power spectrum. It also contains the 
code that sets th(' initial conditions for the variables to be propagated, as well as 
code to calculate the scalar and tensor sources and the output transfer functions. 
The variables are propagated via Runga-Kutta integration. Crudely speak-
ing, this may be seen as a very sophisticated version of the Euler integration 
technique taught in elementary calculus courses. In order to integrate the DE 
dx 
dt = f(x, t), (5.1) 
from to to t1 , th" Euler method would proceed as follows: 
1. The initial value Xo is given. The time variable is set to t to. 
2. The derivative is calculated at the known point (Xold). This is then used 
to estimate the next point via 
Xnew = Xn + f(Xold, t)Llt, (5.2) 
where Llt is a small, fixed time increment. 
3. The t variahle is incremented by Llt. If it is less than iI, then loop back 
to step 2, else stop. 
In the CAMB code, the initial values are calculated in the initial (t) functions, 
with the (f)derivs (t) functions calculating the derivatives1 . For numerical 
stability, the spadal gradient of the 3-curvature, 17k is propagated instead of 
propagating the gradient of the expansion, Zk, and the shear, (jk, for the scalars. 
The latter may b(~ recovered via the constraints2 : 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
The propagation t)quation for 17k is 
k 
S217k = (5.5) 
The variables are propagated as a single array (or vector) of length nvar(t) 
which is a field of the EvolutionVars type. The length of these arrays natu-
rally depend on what variables are to be propagated, and are calculated by the 
GetNwnEqns functIon. The EvolutionVars type contains further state informa-
tion that is needed during the integration. This state information is set at the 
beginning of the integration and is not changed during the integration. 
lThe addition of a "t" to the end of a variable name usually indicates that it is involved in 
the tensor calculatiors. The "r' in front of fderivs(t) indicate that these are for the purely 
flat case. 
2The equations in this section are in the signature of [11]. "" refers to d/ dT in this section 
(T is conformal time\. 11. = SH is the conformal time Hubble parameter. Obviously the 











The background matter variables p(i) are not propagated using the Runga-
Kutta integrator. Instead, the values of Kp52 are determined when 5 = 1, and 
then at any other time, the zero-order relations: 
ph) 1 (5.6) ()( 54' 
p(v) 1 (5.7) ()( 54 ) 
pre) 1 (5.8) ()( 
pCb) 1 (5.9) ()( 
are used. The bal yon fluid is treated as dust with a sound speed. 
The scalar and tensor sources are calculated in output (t) using the symbolic 
integral solution for those sources. The output transfer functions are calculated 
in outtransf. 
\Ve are now al, a point where a simple recipe may be given to effect basic 
changes to the propagation equations. 
A simple recipe to change the CAMB code 
1. Write down the propagation and constraint equations in conformal time 
using the sig nature in [11]. 
2. Change GetlJumEqns so as to include any extra variables. This is done as 
follows: 
• For scaJar variables it is best to place the entries in the array directly 
before 1 he photon variables. This is to avoid accidental overwriting 
of the new variables. Only one line in the GetNumEqns function need 
then be modified, line 188: 
EV%nvar=5+ (EV%lmaxg+1) + EV%lmaxgpol-l +(EV%lmaxnr+l). 
If one if, adding n variables, then the change will be as follows: 
EV%nva~=5+n+ (EV%lmaxg+l) + EV%lmaxgpol-l +(EV%lmaxnr+l) . 
• One mey add the new tensor variables before the photon variables 
or after all the existing variables. The latter gives less work in the 
remainiag functions that need changing, but the former gives consis-
tency te, the procedure of adding new variables. Only one line in the 
GetNumEqns function need be modified, line 215: 
EV%nvart=(EV%lmaxt-l)+(EV%lmaxpolt-1) *2+3. 
If one i~ adding n variables, then the change will be as follows: 
EV%nvart=(EV%lmaxt-l)+(EV%lmaxpolt-l)*2+3+n. 
3. Change initial( t) to set the initial conditions for the new variables and 
reflect any changes to the initial conditions. The procedure for deriving 
these initial ,;onditions is described in [11] as well as in Sec. 5.2 in this 












The yet) crray is the array of variables that need to be given their initial 
value. The arrangement of the variables in the array is as follows: 













y (7 +EV%lmaxg+l) 
y(EV%polind+l) 
y(k),k > EV%polind+EV%lmaxgpo1 



























G~) , 3 :::; 1 :::; EV%lmaxnr, 
Ck l ) , 0 :::; 1 :::; EV%lmaxgpol, 
Massive neutrino variables . 
y(2+1) Ikl ), 3 :::; 1 :::; EV%lmaxt, 
E(l) ckl ), 2 :::; 1 :::; EV%lmaxpol t, 




neut(l) G~l), 3 :::; 1 :::; EV%lmaxnrt, 
The remaining yt elements are massive neutrino variables. The array 
E starts at the EV%lmaxt+2'th element of yt, the B array starts at 
the EV%lmaxt+EVi',maxpolt+2'th element and the neut array starts 
at the 2*EV%lmaxt+EV%maxpolt+2'th element. 
For this simple recipe it is assumed that the changes will not include new 
perturbation modes (apart from the usual adiabatic and baryonjCDM 











one must remember to increment the subsequent variables indices by the 
number of !lew variables. This need only be done for the radiation and 
massless nentrinos for the scalars, as the other variables' increments are 
precalculated in the GetNumEqns function. Similarly, for the tensors, this 
manual incr'3ment need only be done for the radiation fluid. 
4. One may now modify the (f)derivs(t) subroutines. The ay(t) array 
contains the current state of the variables to be propagated, and the sub-
routine calnlates the ay(t)prime array of derivatives of these variables 
at that point. 
The matter ':ariables at the current conformal time are given by grho (i)_t 
K,2 p(i) 52, wi eh i taking on the following values: 
g- radiation, 
r - massless neutrinos, 
b - barycns, 
c····· cold dark matter, 
nu massive neutrinos. 




1 l(l+2)k2 ' 
1- [(l+1)2-3] ~, 
allowing one to write the equations for the higher moments easily. 
In adding one's own equations, it is best to follow the example of the equa-
tions already there. One must again be careful to increment the indices if 
all the subse1uent elements of the array by the number of variables one is 
adding. 
For efficient3alculation the tight coupling approximation is used to calcu-
late the baryon relative velocity, and the photon moments with l 2: 1 at 
sufficiently early times. 
5. If the integral solution changes, then one must modify the output (t) 
functions to reflect this change. The scaLeqns. map, which comes with 
the CAME ('ode, allows one to easily calculate the new output code for 
the scalars. 
6. It is important to make sure that the indices of the old variables are 
changed to I eflect the insertion of the new variables. This needs to be 
done in the initial(t), output(t), outtransf, and (f)derivs(t) sub-
routines. 
This recipe only covers changes where new variables are introduced and prop-
agated. If the Friedmann equation changes, then one must also change the 
dtauda function. If this change involves the introduction of new matter species, 
then one must als(, do the following: 











2. Add the mHtter species to the list on line 122 of modules. f90 and give 
its initial value (at S = 1) at line 238. If necessary add an omega variable 
at line 68. 
3. In equations. £90 modify the GetOmegak function. If any additional ini-
tialisation needs to take place, modify the ini t_background subroutine. 
4. Modify the Friedmann equation wherever it appears (dtauda, output (t), 
and (£)der i vs (t)). 
5. Modify the initial conditions and the propagation equations as before. 
Other changes 
This gives a brief review of other possible changes: 
Changing the initial power spectrum The initial power spectrum is spec-
ified in the InitialPower module in power _tilt. f90. The file comments 
provide detailed descriptions as to how to make the changes. 
Adding fields to the initialisation file The inidri ver. £90 is a simple dri-
ver program that reads initialisation parameters from an initialisation file. 
It uses the hi-file reading subroutines defined in inifile. £90. By mod-
ifying the inidri ver. f90 file, following the example of the code already 
there, one may easily add Ilew fields to the initialisation file. 
5.2 Initial conditions 
Initial conditions for the CAMB code may be obtained by solving the propaga-
tion and constrain equations for the dynamical and kinetic variables, decom-
posed into covarirnt harmonic modes (Ch. 2), when appropriate simplifying 
assumptions are imposed [l1]. 
5.2.1 Initial conditions for scalars 
The CAMB code uses the CDM frame; this causes the acceleration aa and 
the CDM relative velocity to vanish identically. At early times the universe is 
radiation dominatnd, leading to an equation of state p = kp. We only consider 
the modes where the baryon and CDM density perturbations make a negligible 
contribution to th(~ total matter contribution, so that: 
(5.l1) 
This effectively removes two possible perturbation modes: the baryon and CDM 
isocurvature mode.,. However, the decoupling of baryon and photon perturba-
tions leads to considerable simplification of the equations. 
Sufficiently bef')re decoupling the photons and baryons are tightly coupled. 
The high opacity of the Thomson scattering leads to a damping of the photon 
moments for l 2:: 2. We thus, to a good approximation, may set Ill) = 0 for l 2:: 2, 
and set qi") 4vibi /3, so that the radiation is isotropic in the rest frame of the 











though the free-streaming of neutrinos causes the neutrino anisotropic stress to 
be non-zero in general. 
Furthermore, we only consider modes IKllk2 « 1, so that terms involving 
K in the scalar equations may be ignored. Equivalently, we assume that the 
characteristic length scale associated with each mode. Slk, is small compared 
to the curvature :-adius of the universe, so that k is effectively the co-moving 
wavenumber. \Ve also require that the mode be well outside the horizon scale 
11 H (it is frozenn). Thus only modes satisfying 
H 2 S2 
1 « Hk « (5.12) 
are considered, where Hk S H I k is the ratio of the characteristic length to 
the horizon scale. 
It is convenient to change to the time variable 
x '11- 1 
"'k ' 
so that (under the assumptions) the propagation equations become3 : 
x 2 Z£ + XZk + 3[(1 - R)V~'r) + Rviv)j 0, 
X2q.1 3 R)qrl ) + RqkV )] I + Xq.k + 2o-k + 2[(1 0, 
xo-k + O-k + xq. k 0, 
.)1 4 ( 
VI' + -Z. + q ,) k 3 k k 0, 
V(v)' + ~Z + q(v) 
k 3 k k = 0, 
ld - ~V(r) 
k 3 k 0, 
(v)1 1'0(1/) 













pry) + p(r) . 
The constraint equations become 
2X3 q.k 3x[(1 R)vi,l + RVkl/)j 
-9[(1 R)qk,l + RqiVl ] 







These may be con bined to give a single, closed, second-order equation for q. k, 
3xq.~ + 12q.~ + Xq.k = 0, 
3 For this chapter, unless otherwise noted, equations follow the signature of 













giving the solutions (y x / V3): 
-3y-3[(Cy - D) cosy (C + Dy) sin y], 
3V3y-3[2(C + Dy} cosy + 2(Cy - D) 
x siny - C(2 + y2)], 
3V3y-2[D cos Y + C sin y - c], 
-4V3y-1[Ccosy - Dsiny- Cl, 
R [(2RC + Dy) cosy 
+(Cy + 2RD) siny) - 2RC], 
12y-2[(C + Dy) cosy + (Cy - D) siny - C], 
~y-2[(2RC - Cy2 + 2RDy) cosy 








where C and D are constants, for non-vanishing <Pk. There are also three 






V3 3 2 4A3Y- (2 + Y ), 
V3 -1 
4 A3Y , 
1 
--(AI cosy A2 siny+A3 y-'), V3 
R 1 . -1 
- V3R (AI cosy - ib smy) + A3 y , 
Al siny + A2 cosy + A3 y-2, 
R-l 







where AI, Az and A3 are constants. All of the constants naturally depend on 
the mode label k. 
The solution labelled by A3 (in other words, all other constants are zero), 
describes an exact, radiation dominated, FLRW universe, except that the CD:~\iI 
peculiar velocity i., non-zero (in this case it is v~c) = viol /S, where viol is a first 
order vector ortlngonal to the fundamental velocity l1 a , parallel transported 
along flow lines). In order to see this clearly, it is best to adopt the energy 
frame4 . If one dooses this frame and ignores anisotropic stresses, the CDM 
relative velocity evolves according to 
v(c) + ~ev(c) - 1 [(1 - R)Vhl + RV(II)j = 0 
, 3 a 4S ' a a (5.39) 
in the radiation cominated era. The CDM interacts with other matter com-
ponents through gravitation alone. Furthermore the gravitational influence of 
4The energy fram.?, defined by the condition qa 0, is arguably a better frame to adopt 
in the early universe as then ua is defined in terms of the dominant matter components as 











the CDM on the other matter components during the epoch of interest may be 
ignored (it is a minority component in a radiation dominated universe), so then 
Eq. 5.39 is the ollly equation governing the evolution of perturbations making 
reference to the CDM. But then any solution of Eq. 5.39 defines a valid solution 
of the linearised perturbation variable. The solution corresponding to A3 is the 
solution with vie) = viol IS. This solution decays, so we may ignore this mode, 
and set A3 = O. One may similarly ignore the mode labelled D in Eq. 5.26 to 
Eq. 5.32. 
The remaininL modes describe adiabatic perturbations and neutrino isocur-
vature modes. We will now isolate adiabatic perturbations, demanding that the 




p(j) + p(j) , (5.40) 
where i and j a[(~ matter species [9], be true between photons and neutrinos. 
This leaves only 0:1e free constant of integration, which without loss of generality 
may be taken to be C. Then the remaining constants are Al = A3 = D = 0, 
and A2 = -6C. 
As stated earlier, the higher neutrino moments may not necessarily vanish. 
If one includes th(~ higher moments into the set of equations, one may no longer 
find an analytic solution. However, one may then find a series expansion (about 
x = 0) of the system in terms of x (including terms up to x 3 ): 
<Pk C [1 389R + 700 2 ] - 168(2R + 25) x , (5.41) 
Vb) (4R + 15)C 2 (5.42) k 6(R + 5) x , 
V(v) (4R + 15)C 2 ( 5.43) k 6(R + 5) x , 
Zk 
(4R + 15)C [ 4R + 5 3] 
- 4(R + 5) x - 18(4R + 15) x , (5.44) 
rYk 
5C [ 112R2 - 16R - 1050 3] 
-2(R+5) x+ 2520(2R+25) x , 
( 5.45) 
qk') 
(4R + 15)C 3 
54(R + 5) x , 
b) 2C 2 
"Irk =-3(R+5)x, (5.46) 
(v) (4R + 23)C 3 d 3 ) = _ 5C x 3 (5.4 7) qk 54(R + 5) x , k 63(R + 5) , 
dl) 
k O+O(xl) fori> 3. (5.48) 
We may obtain the baryon and CDM variables perturbations from the adia-
baticity condition: 
V(b) = V(c) = ~Vb) = ~V(v) (5.49) 
a a 4 a 4 a 
for the spatial gradients of the CDM and baryon densities. As noted earlier, 











5.2.2 Initial conditions for tensors 
In order to find initial conditions for the tensor modes, we use a somewhat 
different technique. We follow Bardeen's notation and write the metric with 
tensor perturbations in the form [3]: 
(5.51) 
Here 1/ is conformal time, the spatial coordinates are arbitrary,and hI; is the 
tensor perturbation to the metric, satisfying [9]: 
where" , " denot~s differentiation w.r.t. conformal time. 
The shear is rdated to the metric perturbations via: 
T' 
O"ij = Shij , 
and the electric part of the Weyl tensor via: 




For our purpo;ies we will assume flatness (J{ 0), radiation dominance, and 
that the anisotropic stress of the photons and neutrinos is negligible. 
One may decompose these equations into harmonics5 , using 
h~ = hd1/)l~j, 
and, changing tht time variable to x = k / H S, obtain 
2d
2
hk dhk 2h 










The CAMB c(.de uses the variable X, which is the Wronskian of Ek and (Jk. 
It is related to thr~se two variables via: 
(5.59) 
5Bardeen's metric perturbation variables are defined on the foliation that arises locally as 
the level surfaces of c,mstant time, and are treated as 3-tensors propagating on the background 
3-geometry. The appropriate harmonics to use are thus not t.he Qab, but the Yij, which do 
not depend on coord.nate time. If one works in co-moving coordinates, these are related via: 
Qal = S2o~litY,j, Qa b = 8f8bYj, Qab S-28fo;}'iJ. 
Thus 
Qab o {o}UoaO}'ij O. 
Further details of th, relation between Bardeen's formalism and the covariant formalism may 











The solution to Eq. 5.56 can be written in terms of Bessel functions: 
1 
2 (5.60) 
However, we are only interested in the growing mode. 'Furthermore, it is com-
putationally mOrE convenient to express the solutions in terms of a power series 
for x. Then we have 
(5.61) 
For the shear 
X x3 5 
ak ex -3" + 30 + O(x ), (5.62) 
and for the electr ,c part of the Weyl tensor, 
( 5.63) 
5.3 Magnetic Fields 
As described in ~·ec. 2.4, a magnetic field acts like an additional fluid in the 
universe model. The equations generated may be decomposed into scalar and 
tensor modes (as described in Sec. 2.6) which may then be integrated. In order 
to be able to integrate these equations using the CAMB code, two things still 
need to be done: 
• The equations need to be transformed to conformal time, and their signa-
ture needs to be changed to that used in the code . 
• Initial conditions need to be derived. 
The first of these is trivial, if rather tedious. It should also be said, as noted in 
the previous sections, that the CAMB code integrates two new variables, kr/k 
for scalars, and HXk for tensors, which are simple transformations of existing 
variables, and result in more stable numerics. It was also convenient to introduce 
the dimensionless parameter 
fJ = Pmag 
Ph) 2Ph) , 
(5.64) 
which is constant to zero-order. The transformation of the equations to these 
variables is trivial. 
Less trivial is understanding what to do about the initial conditions. In prin-
cipal, we should nodify the equations obtained in the previous discussion on 
initial conditions, including new equations for the evolution of the magnetic field, 
and solve them. The expressions obtained when doing this, however, prove to 
be somewhat complicated, involving slowly converging power series which take 
into account the in-homogeneity that the magnetic fields add to the equations. 
However, numeric al testing of these functions showed that, in the range of inter-
est for the initial magnetic field strength, and initial x, these solutions differed 
only by a very snall amount (usually by less than was discernible to floating 
point precision) from the solutions obtained using the non-magnetised original 











old initial conditions in the CAMB code, simply adjoining appropriate initial 
values for the ne,,' (magnetic) variables. 
The results of the numerical simulations are presented below, with a separate 
discussion for scalar and tensor modes. For tensor modes the formal derivation 
of the initial conditions will also be discussed, and it will be shown that they 
do indeed differ bv a negligible amount from those which do not take the initial 
magnetic field int:l account. 
5.3.1 Scalar modes 
The tight-coupling approximation 
The tight-couplim; approximation allows us to see analytically how the photon-
baryon fluid oscilates in the era before decoupling. The time-scales of im-
portance in this era are: tc == (neO"T)-I, the photon mean free time, tH == 
H- 1 , the expansion time scale, and tk == S/k, the time for light to travel 
across a wavelen~;th of the current mode. Defining the perturbation variable 
f = max(te/tk, tel tH), one obtains the tight-coupling approximation to the per-
turbation equations by expanding them in terms of this variable, and retaining 
only first-order terms. This is well described in [11]. Assuming adiabatic initial 
conditions allows a wave equation for the photon fluid to be found, which to 
zero order is given by: 
vh ) + ~eDh) + R + 3c;(T) k 2 V h ) 
k 3 k 3(1 + R) S2 k ( 5.65) 
== ~~ '"'(p(i) + 2p(i))V(il + 4R ~ev(bl 
3 ~ k 9(1 + R) S k' , 
( 5.66) 
where R = 4phl /3p(b), and 
2 PT 2 4 p(m) 
cs(T) = PT ~ cs(b) + 9" phl . (5.67) 
It is immediately apparent that the magnetic field has an influence on the fre-
quency of the oscillations. This is due to the modification the sound speed by the 
field. One may abo observe the usual way expansion damps oscillation, whereas 
gravitation driveb it through the gradient Va (p + 3p). This leads to almost 
constant amplitude oscillation in the radiation dominated era. Silk-damping is 
not taken into act:ount at zero order in the tight-coupling variable f. 
Numerical results 
As discussed in the introduction of this section, the initial conditions derived in 
[11] were used without modification in the numerical integration of the scalar 
variables, even when including the effects of a magnetic field. Of course, initial 
conditions for the new variables had to be set. This was done in the simplest 
way possible, by assuming that they are scale-invariant. 
The tight-coupling approximation is used in the original code at sufficiently 
early times for efliciency reasons. It was thus necessary to derive tight-coupling 
approximations t,) the modified scalar equations for the baryon velocity, and 
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Figure 5.1: The effects of a magnetic field on the scalar power spectrum. The 
solid spectrum represents the reference with Eo = O. The dotted spectrum is 
calculated with a background field strength of 10-5 Gauss, Bk = Ih = 1. 
reasons, and thm, a change of variables had to be made. Apart from these 
minor deviations, and the change to the sign conventions of [11] and conformal 
time, the scalar equations derived in eh. 2 are used essentially as derived. 
Numerical int('grations were done over an array of initial values for the mag-
netic variables. The magnetic field strength was varied between Eo = 10-9 
and Bo 10-5 , -vith the perturbation variables Bk and ilk having an initial 
scale-invariant sp,:ctrum, Bk a, ilk = ,8, where 0: and /3 dimensionless nor-
malisation consta:lts between 10~~3 and 103 . Fig. 5.1 shows the general 
effects of such initial conditions on the scalar power-spectrum. As is just dis-
cernible, the field does move the position of the peaks. However, the 
overall effect of tl. e magnetic field is very small. One needs unrealistically large 
fields to an appreciable effect. Perhaps a less naive choice of initial 
conditions for the magnetic field would lead to a more obvious signature of the 
magnetic field. 
5.3.2 Tensor modes 
Initial conditions 
Following the procedure outlined in 5.2.2, but including the effect of the mag-












where (3 = B2/ p('), which is constant to zero order. This couples with the 
propagation equation for ilk: 
II~ 
But we have 
h~ = k(JkJ 




\vhere J( is a const ant. Setting J( to zero gives us a Bessel equation with the 
regular (growing mode) solution: 
hdx) 
1 
1/ = -V9 - 16(3(1- R), 
6 
where JII(x) is the regular fractional Bessel function of order 1/. 
With this one may now find expressions for (Jk and n: 
1 
6x3 / 2 JII(x) (1/ - 6x), 




One may now pxplicitly check the difference between these derived initial 
conditions, and th3 lCs derived ignoring the initial magnetic field, and find 
that for all reasonable values of in the range of x used to set up the initial 
conditions, the difft:rence between the two is negligible. 
Numerical result s 
As in the scalar cafe, the tensor equations need to be transformed to conformal 
time, and the signature of [11]. One also has to change variables from Ek to Xk, 
the conserved Wrollskian between and (Jk. These changes are trivial. Apart 
from these, one may implement the equations derived in Chapter 2 as given. 
For simplicity, a sClle-invariant initial spectrum was assumed for the magnetic 
perturbations. 
The tensor equctions were integrated for a variety of initial conditions, with 
Bo ranging initially from 10-9 Gauss through 10-1 Gauss. The initial magnetic 
stress energy (Ilk) was chosen to have a scale-invariant spectrum, ilk a, with 
the dimensionless Ilormalisation constant a ranging from 10-3 to 1. Separate 
calculations where done including, and ignoring, the effect of the gravitational 
back-reaction on the field. Fig. 5.2 shows the tensor power spectrum calculated 
in the presence of () weak magnetic field ignoring the effect of the gravitational 
back-reaction, contrasted with the tensor power spectrum in the absence of a 
magnetic field. On!! may see that the effect of increasing the initial anisotropic 
stress is to cause an overall (scale-invariant) increase in the power. As one 
would expect, this lTlcrease was found to be approximately proportional to the 











Figure 5.2: The effects of a magnetic field on the tensor power spectrum, ignor-
ing the back-reaction of gravitation on the field. The Ilk = 0 spectrum is the 
reference with Bo = O. The other two spectra are calculated with a background 
field strength of 10-5 Gauss. 
was also found that an increase in the magnetic field strength had the effect 
of shifting the pe<.oks of the spectrum slightly. This corresponds with the tight-
coupling prediction (as discussed in the scalar case). However, this shifting was 
very slight. At physically reasonable levels, with Bo '" 10-9 Gauss, the initial 
anisotropic stress had to be rather large for the magnetic field to have any effect 
on the spectrum. Fig. 5.3 shows a calculation of the power-spectrum showing 
how the back-reaction affects the spectrum. While there is little effect for low l , 
at higher l the back-reaction damps out the effect of the magnetic field, causing 
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Figure 5.3: Tensor power spectra showing the effect of the gravitational back-
reaction on the magnetic field . The solid line represents the power-spectrum 
calculation including the effect of the back-reaction on the field, whereas the 
dotted represents the calculation without the effects of the back-reaction. Both 
are calculated with a field strength of 10-5 Gauss, and anisotropic stress 11k = 













With the prospe( t of increasingly precise measurements of microwave back-
ground anisotropi:~s, the calculation of possible signatures of magnetic fields on 
the C:YlB power spectrum has become an important way to help settle the ques-
tion as to the origin of magnetic fields in the universe. This thesis has attempted 
to do exactly tha1, first examining the general theory surrounding the calcula-
tion of the microwave background power spectrum, and then deriving the set of 
equations required in order to do the calculation in the presence of a magnetic 
field. Under the ~implifying two-fluid assumption, explicit analytic calculation 
was done to show how the magnetic field affects the evolution of density pertur-
bations. This allowed us to see that the magnetic field would serve to amplify 
oscillations in the radiation dominated era. The CAMB code, used to calculate 
the CMB power spectrum under the covariant approach, was discussed in detail 
in order to help make it easier for people to modify it in future. The code was 
modified to include the effects of a magnetic field, both for scalar and tensor per-
turbations. For scalar perturbations, the tight-coupling approximation allowed 
us to see how the magnetic field might theoretically alter the frequency of the 
photon-baryon plasma oscillations in that regime. However, numerical results 
were disappointing. In the scalar case, only unrealistically large magnetic fields 
could be seen to have any effect on the spectrum. For tensor perturbations, the 
presence of a magnetic field was seen to have some effect. However, this also 
proved to be smail. 
As pointed out in work by other authors, vector perturbations play an un-
usually important role in searching for effects of magnetic fields on the CMB 
spectrum. In cOlltrast to the standard FLRW universe, where vector pertur-
bations are seen to decay, these modes do not decay greatly in the presence 
of a magnetic fieJd. A further area where magnetic effects are quite different 
from those of the standard isotropic models is polarisation anisotropies. While 
it would be impossible for E- and B-polarisation modes to mix in the standard 
models, as this w(Juld imply a violation of parity, the presence of a magnetic field 
necessitates such mixing, as it is maximally parity violating. This should leave 
a unique signature on polarisation anisotropies. It would thus be worthwhile 
to extend this work to the calculation of these spectra. In the case of vector 
perturbations this would imply a major addition to the CAMB code, which at 
present has no fadlity to calculate vector anisotropies. 











fields. These may be imagined to be more realistic than large scale homogeneous 
fields, as stochastic fields are generated by standard causal physical processes. 
It would be interesting to duplicate the work of Durrer, Mack, and coworkers 
[18, 44, 48, 62] in the covariant formalism. This would allow the rather simplistic 
approach to initial conditions that is used in this paper to be remedied. One 
might also expect to be able to include effects such as the gravitational back-
reaction on the magnetic field into the analysis without too much difficulty. 
In conclusion, this thesis may be seen as laying the foundation for the cal-
culation of CMB <luisotropies resulting from early magnetic fields using the co-
variant approach. Although the final numerical results showed little that would 
encourage the detection of early magnetic fields using the CMB, the work on 
the most important observables for magnetic effects, the vector and polarisation 
spectra, has yet tl) be done. One may reasonably hope that this would yield 
interesting results. Furthermore, the initial conditions used for these numerical 
calculations were simplistic. Perhaps a more sophisticated of initial conditions 
would lead to the observation of effects in scalar and tensor power spectra. All 
of this new work would in the end rely on the framework laid down here. Thus, 
even if the numeric results were inconclusive, the analysis done in the paper will 
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First order covariant 
identities 
This section presmts a table of first-order covariant identities that simplify 
computation in th,! covariant approach to gauge invariant perturbations. These 
may also be found in [83]. They all follow from basic commutation rule for any 
scalar w: 




(SVaTb ... c ) 
V[aVb]Vc 
V[a Vb] Ted 
divcurl V 
curl curl Va 
curl curl 
2~waJ 
SVa~ + S~aaJ 





~curl( div T)a, 
= VaCdivI/)- V2VaJ 
3 -. - 2 
2 \7(a(dIVTh> - \7 Tab. 
Note that these ar,~ only valid to first order. 













arises because the magnetic field vector is not considered first order in the 
primary perturbation variable. Here 3 Rabed is the 3-curvature tensor defined by 
(A.13) 
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